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ABSTRACT 

Human-centered environment, which is defined by robots, human, and environmental 

conditions, is a key part of robot task executions. Accurate understanding of human-centered 

environment is the precondition of successful robot executions in real-world situations. However, 

in practical situations, there are a lot of environment uncertainties, such as task execution 

dynamics, tool/human user varieties, temporal/spatial limitations and scenario unstructured 

characteristics. Robot task execution performances have been largely undermined when robot task 

execution goes from controlled lab environments to uncontrolled practical environments. 

To improve robot execution performances in practical human-centered environments, in this 

dissertation, a three-layer cognitive framework is designed to support comprehensive robot 

understandings for dealing with environment uncertainties, making robot to “think” like a human, 

instead of merely to “act” like a human. With the cognitive comprehension framework, mainly 

three contributions have been made: 1). by abstracting low-level executions and real-world 

observations of human behaviors, robot behaviors, and environment conditions, high-level 

cognitive understanding is generated from a human perspective, endowing robots with abstract 

understanding of human-centered situations, 2). by flexibly decomposing a high-level abstract goal 

into low-level execution details, robots are able to flexibly make plans and revise plans according 

to human requirements and environment condition limitations, and 3). the three-layer cognitive 

framework is updated and evolved as more robot commonsense knowledge is learned. In this 

dissertation research, this framework is cooperated with efficient robot knowledge learning 

methods, such as web-mining supported knowledge collection and learning from demonstrations, 

supporting adaptive robot executions with different domain knowledge. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Human-Centered Situation 

Human-centered situation refers to a robot task-execution situation with human involvements. 

The important factors of human-centered situation include robot physical and mental status, human 

physical and mental status, task plans and progresses, and environmental conditions. To 

appropriately provide assistances in these human-centered situations, an accurate understanding 

of the situation factors and their mutual correlations is necessary and important for robots. 

Currently in robot execution research, environment cues, action patterns, object combinations are 

used to accurately receive task assignments from human, and to intuitively realize task plans 

according to both human instructions and environment conditions [1]. 

Given human activities are usually performed based on environment conditions, 

environmental clues, such as room temperature and location, are used to infer human intention and 

support robot task planning. Object clues, including object usages and corresponding grasping 

actions, are also used to recognize human activity and support robot executions [2]. Compared 

with behavior understanding methods using environmental clues, the method using object clues is 

relatively straightforward and concise in that objects involved in an activity are usually strongly 

indicating a person’s intentions and activity execution plans [3]. For example, based on the clues, 

such as ‘the person is walking into the living room’, the possible activities are numerous and 

uncertain that they could be watching TV, resting on the sofa, playing a computer game or drinking 

[4][5]. On the other hand, if the action is described as ‘he sat on the sofa and grasped the cup’, the 

most probable activity would be clearly indicated as ‘Drink’. During human behavior 

understanding, objects were explored by considering the human-object spatial-temporal relation 
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[6], object appearance-action relation [7], object state [8], object-hand distance [9] and object 

mutual cooperation [10]. 

Although the existing human behavior understanding methods endow a robot with good 

behavior understanding, there are several challenges influencing a robot’s performance. First, 

establishing the knowledge based on specific environment conditions constrains the knowledge 

feasibility and increases the knowledge size [11]. This is because in dynamic and unstructured 

environment, environment conditions are various in both context content and context 

combinations. It is difficult to consider all the likely conditions and their combinations to adapt to 

real environments [12]. For example, in the ‘Drink’ activity, there are many realizations, such as 

‘cup →coffeemaker →spoon’, ‘bottle →juice’, ‘tap →mug’ and so on. Given various object 

usages, it is challenging to get the training data to cover various object usage instances in real 

situations. Second, the activity likelihood accumulated from real-world observations, such as 

object–activity occurrence correlations, inadequately explains human behaviors [8][13]. Activity 

likelihood helps a robot to predict what the human is doing. However, the motivation of human 

activities, such as why a person uses a specific object in an activity, is ignored. This missing 

information constrains a robot’s ability of analyzing human statuses, detecting human needs, and 

providing timely assistances, further constraining robots’ adaptability to variability in dynamic 

and unstructured environments [14][15]. 

1.2. Motivation 

The essential causes of above challenges, which influence robot flexibility and adaptability in 

cooperating with different human users and different environmental conditions, are summarized 

as the following three aspects. i). different users have different preferences in selections of 

motions, actions, and tools; ii). robots lack proficiency-assessment capability in identifying robot 
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capability limitations, human capability limitations and real-world limitations, impeding robots 

from flexibly planning and automatically correcting its behaviors; iii). robots have limited 

knowledge to interpret directly-observed human behaviors, to understand human intents, to detect 

human needs, and to provide assistances. 

1.3. Cognitive Framework For Comprehensive Understanding And Flexible Planning 

To solve the above three problems, a cognitive comprehension framework is designed to help 

robot not only understand “how to do”, but also “why to do” in different cooperation situations. 

The general structure of a comprehension framework is designed as a three-layer structure, shown 

in Figure 1.1. The bottom layer is robot perception of the physical world, including human motion 

behaviors and environmental conditions; the middle layer is cognitive comprehension on execution 

strategy planning and correction; and the top layer is a task goal assigned to robots. From the 

bottom-up direction, a robot interprets low-level detailed real-world observations into high-level 

abstract execution logics and goals. Bottom-up detail-to-abstract reasoning enables a 

comprehensive understanding of a general reasoning mechanism behind physical world 

observations, increasing a robot’s adaptability to the changes in dynamic and unstructured 

environments. From the top-down direction, robots flexibly decompose an abstract task goal into 

a detailed sub-goal-based execution plan, with consideration of limitations, such as tool 

availability, robot reasoning capability and human execution speed, etc. Top-down abstract-to-

detail reasoning enables a flexible planning mechanism with self-reflective execution failure 

analysis and correction. To power the cognitive framework in different robotic application 

scenarios, efficient and low-cost knowledge learning methods are designed for robots to learn from 

internet and human instructors, largely scaling up robot knowledge to support its cognitive 

reasoning. 
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Because of involving high-level cognitive modeling of real-world observation, robot 

knowledge is not relying on low-level detailed real-world observations. Robot cognition has been 

improved to enhance robot flexibility and adaptability in cooperating with different human users 

and different environmental conditions. i). Robot knowledge has been reorganized as an abstract-

to-detailed hierarchical structure, largely reducing robot knowledge scale. ii). With high-level 

robot knowledge, robot proficiency, human capability limitations, and real world constraints have 

been analyzed to support flexible robot planning and self-corrections. 

1.4. Dissertation Goal 

With comprehension frameworks in different human-robot interaction scenarios, my research 

aims to make robots understand cognitive reasoning processes behind different decision making 

behaviors, helping robots to adapt to dynamic and unstructured environments. 

With different robotic execution scenarios, three typical problems are solved for validating the 

effectiveness of the cognitive comprehensive model in helping robots to adapt to dynamic and 

unstructured environment. 

Problem 1. Detailed-to-Abstract Understanding. Robots are expected to accurately infer human 

intentions to provide appropriate daily assistances at the right timing and the right locations. While 

in practical situations, cooperation usually happens in dynamic and unstructured environments, 

where task realization methods are various. It is difficult for robots to infer human intentions 

directly from pure human motion behaviors. To solve this problem, in my research, humans’ 

surrounding environments are emphasized in the robot cognitive framework for analyzing human 

intentions in cooperation. Subjective interpretations of environment sensor data have been 

conducted to support robot reasoning. 
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Problem 2. Abstract-to-Detailed Robust Planning. Cooperative manufacturing is attractive in 

that it combines high-level human decision-making power in dealing with uncertain and 

unexpected issues with low-level robot execution capabilities in precision, strength, and speed, to 

perform manufacturing tasks with both efficiency and quality control. However, limited robot 

cognition is insufficient to effectively exchange information and execute cooperation in practical 

manufacturing environments. To solve this problem, in my research, proficiency assessment is 

emphasized in robot cognitive frameworks. A novel soft logic method was designed to help robots 

to understand execution importance, based on which execution plans could be flexibly revised by 

focusing on relatively more important execution steps. 

Problem 3. Low-Cost and Fast Robot Knowledge Scaling Up. For autonomous robot 

executions in a dynamic and unstructured world, a large amount of knowledge is needed to support 

robot decision-making for understanding human behaviors, the environment, and execution 

planning. However, current methods of learning from human demonstrations are too expensive, 

time-consuming and small-scale, decreasing robot adaptability towards varieties in users, tasks, 

and environments. To solve this problem, in my research a low-cost and efficient knowledge 

collection method – web mining method, was developed to collect knowledge to support robot 

cognitive frameworks. This web-mining method is developed for robots to autonomously learn 

from the web according to its execution needs in assisting daily activities. Given that many online 

knowledge sources are open-access, a robot could effectively scale up its knowledge in a short 

time with low cost. 
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Figure 1. 1 A Three-Layer Cognitive Comprehension Framework  
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CHAPTER 2  

RELATED WORKS 

2.1. Human-Centered Environment Understanding 

By implicitly and naturally understanding human intentions, a robot could proactively and 

timely assist a user’s individual needs, which will improve the effectiveness and acceptance of 

human-robot interaction (HRI) [16][17][18]. Environmental context, such as user location, human-

robot distance, and robot motion speed, are used to help robots to identify human intentions 

[19][20]. 

Using context in human intention inference has several advantages. First, to conduct a natural 

and reliable human intention inference, context-specific intention inference exploits the valuable 

intention-related information embedded in the surrounding environment thus increasing inference 

reliability [21][22]. Second, the involvement of context simplifies inference procedures [23]. 

Third, context-specific intention inference is an effortless, natural, and intuitive way for the elderly 

with severe motion disability to interact with assistive robots [24][25]. It is unrealistic for this user 

group to create explicit action inputs [26]. Thus, human involvement should be minimized. Ideally, 

human intention inference should be performed implicitly based on existing clues. This creates a 

strong need for a robot to maximally and effectively exploit the useful information from the 

surrounding environment. 

Although context-specific intention inference has those advantages, its implementation is still 

a long way to go. First, a human’s subjective feelings toward context are ignored [27][28]. For 

example, an individual feels ‘comfortable’ with a temperature between 19°C ~28°C and feels ‘hot’ 

above 26°C. The overlapping temperature range 26°C~28°C, which is subjectively considered as 

both ‘comfortable’ and ‘hot’ in some degree, is often simply classified as either hot or comfortable. 
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Second, environmental measurements are continuous, not discrete. It is unrealistic to build an 

explicit formula for human intentions with continuous measurements. Last, context information is 

useful yet redundant. It is hard to get a trade-off between exploitation of useful information and 

elimination of redundant information [29][30]. 

Some efforts have been made to partially address the context information processing problem 

in intention inference. Thresholds have been set for distinguishing context feature statuses. Only 

when the value was over the fixed thresholds would some statuses be considered in intention 

inference processes [31]. Statuses have been predefined and were compared with the measured 

context values to determine the current status as relatively high/normal/low [32]. In [33][34], 

context features were simplified by discarding ‘unnecessary context’. Both the threshold method 

and the discarding method filtered out some useful information hiding in the context values near 

the thresholds or in the discarded context. In addition, the contributions of context values over the 

thresholds were not processed discriminately. Furthermore, the threshold method discarded the 

fact that a person’s feelings towards context features related to an intention are subjective and there 

should be overlapping between context statuses. 

2.2. Flexible Robot Planning 

Flexible robot planning during human-robot cooperation is conducted based on accurate 

human instruction understanding, abstract instruction interpretation, and instruction-based 

planning. 

To disambiguate NL instructions from human users, special grammars were designed to 

identify the task-related entities based on specific keyword involvements and their PoS tags. For 

example, in the sentence “bring the can in the trash bin” the task goal “in the trash bin” was 

extracted based on the keywords “bring, can” and their corresponding PoS tags “VB, NN’[35]. 
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Ontology relations among the interested entities were used for mutual disambiguation. For 

example, to describe a cup, the description was likely to be “container with handle attached”. 

“Attached” was the constraint relation between the object “container” and object part “handle” 

[36][37]. When an entity was ambiguously mentioned, the ambiguous entity could be explained 

by mutually co-referring. Take sentences “Go to the second crate on the right. Pick it up” for an 

example, with co-reference resolution the uncertain expression “it” was identified as “the second 

crate on the right” [38][39]. When the NL descriptions such as “pick up the pallet” were too 

ambiguous for a robot, a query such as “which pallet?” was launched to ask the human for 

disambiguation [40][41]. By exploring the features such as perceivable properties “cylindrical” 

and “round”, the ambiguous descriptions “cylindrical container with a round handle attached on 

one side” for the object “container” was understood [36]. By exploring the spatial relations 

“behind” in NL descriptions “Navigate to the building behind the pole”, named entities “building, 

pole” were identified in the real world [42][43]. To disambiguate the NL instructions, these 

methods explored context evidences for a single entity. Evidences include semantic relations, 

human explanations, and spatial constrains. However, these methods only focused on using one 

single type of evidences such as basic linguistic feature keywords/PoS or semantic features co-

referring and perceivable properties, without combining the multiple types of features together to 

perform a comprehensive semantic analysis. In addition, these methods aimed to identify an entity 

such as “can” or “trash bin” separately without considering entity correlations such as “can—trash 

bin”, which are informative in instruction disambiguation. The above mentioned features are 

important for semantic analysis, however have not been well investigated. 

To interpret abstract expressions in NL instructions and make single instructions machine-

executable, motion grammars were first designed for establishing the word-action correlations 
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such as word “grasp” — action “Grasp” [44][45][46]. Real-world preconditions such as “stay in 

the kitchen” were defined for triggering specific types of executions such as “visiting the kitchen” 

[47]. The NL descriptions were marked by landmark objects such as “staircase, box” in the real 

world to enable the execution of tasks such as “reach in a spot” [48][49]. With these methods, 

abstract NL descriptions are interpreted into executable commands to some extent. However, these 

methods do not make the NL command truly machine-executable for that the critical execution 

parameters, including the tool usage, real-world precondition, action sequence, and human 

requirements, are still missing or insufficient for supporting a robot’s executions in practical 

situations. 

To interpret implicit cognitive logics embedded in NL instructions and make a machine-

executable plans according to both human instructions and practical environment conditions, 

probabilistic graphical models were designed to explore the knowledge importance with the 

consideration of its probability distributions for plan making. For example, in the NL descriptions 

“go to the second crate on the right. Pick it up.”, the procedures could be modeled as {goTo create 

(p=0.50), PickUp crate (p=0.50)}[38][49]. In the study of human-speech-instructed indoor 

navigation [50][51], a semantic topological model was developed to explore the internal logic 

correlations of sub-steps in a reasonable task-execution plan. For example, in the path “first go to 

the hallway; the cafeteria is down the hallway” the hallway could be replaced by “hall, corridor, 

walkway” and the “cafeteria” could be replaced by “dining hall” according to the semantic 

topology. The procedures with any combinations of the elements in the topology structure were 

considered as reasonable task execution plans. However, these plans are not truly executable for a 

machine. Probabilistic graphical models merely describe the importance of the sub-steps in a plan, 

ignoring their internal logics without which a plan is non-executable in the real world. On the other 
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hand, topological models describe the logic relations among procedures; however, the logic 

constrains are hard without discriminative descriptions of the involved logic relations. If one hard 

logic relation is unsatisfied the whole plan is not executable. Both probability-based methods and 

logic-based methods should be considered to solve the plan-making problem. However, they have 

not been well investigated. 

2.3. Robot Knowledge Learning 

Most previous work related to web information retrieval focuses on generation of robot-

centered knowledge, however the research in this dissertation focused on human-centered. In other 

words, existing works are devoted to adapting task variety in automatic robotic executions, while 

this dissertation work is devoted to adapting human variety in human-involved robotic executions. 

Typical existing works are as follows. Beetz and Tenorth explored daily life guidance websites 

like eHow [52] and online shopping websites like GermanDeli [53] to learn object physical 

properties such as shape, appearance, and object grasping pose, which helped a robot to understand 

its working space in task execution [54][55][56]. Samadi and Kollar explored the general 

webpages to learn the probabilistic relations between objects and locations in our daily scenes, 

assisting a robot for object finding [57][58]. Saxena’s group explored the interior design website 

Google 3D Warehouse [61] to collect object-operation-related information like object trajectory 

[62] and object physical status [60], enabling a robot to understand object arrangement in our daily 

life. 

In many existing web-related information retrieval methods, keyword detection and the Part-

of-Speech (PoS) tagging methods were used for entity/relation extraction [8][63][64]. For 

example, according to the keywords “cup, kitchen” and keywords’ PoS tags “NN, NN”, a spatial 

relation between cup-kitchen was extracted from the sentence “enjoy a cup of coffee in kitchen” 
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[64]. However, due to the ignorance of semantic analysis of sentence meanings in previous works, 

the method basing on keyword/PoS is unreliable that the entity/relation is highly likely to be 

misinterpreted [8][64]. For example, sentences like “To help celebrate and enjoy the Rugby World 

Cup 2015, Ghaf Kitchen have created the perfect menu for you to enjoy with friends and family” 

and “in grams instead, using a kitchen scale, rather than measured in cups”, …}, the entity “cup, 

kitchen” and the spatial relation “cup-kitchen” could be incorrectly extracted but actually the entity 

and spatial relation do not exist. This was because semantic features like “a cup of”, “coffee”, and 

“in kitchen” were ignored. 

A statistical learning technique was adopted in many existing methods [57][58][59]. Based 

on the occurrence frequency, the object-location probabilistic distribution was calculated to 

describe a situation. It is reasonable, yet may not be adequate enough, for accurate situation 

understanding [59][60]. Generally speaking, the frequently-appearing features do not necessarily 

mean they are helpful in distinguishing a situation from others as they may also frequently appear 

in other situations. For example, in both situations “dish washing” and “hand washing”, the object 

“tap” is frequently involved. With a statistical learning method, “tap” is likely to be counted as an 

important feature for describing any of the two situations “dish washing, hand washing”. However, 

given that “tap” cannot be distinguished from either of the two situations, “tap” is not informative 

enough to describe either of the situations “dish washing, hand washing”. Therefore, an accurate 

situation-modeling method is in urgent need. 
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CHAPTER 3  

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF THE COGNITIVE COMPREHENSION FRAMEWORK 

A paper published on IEEE Transactions on Cognitive and Developmental Systems1 

Rui Liu2 and Xiaoli Zhang3 

3.1. Abstract 

Feasibility Study of this cognitive reasoning model is conduced based on object functional 

role human intention learning in daily assistance. Intelligent robotic assistance requires a robot to 

accurately understand human behaviors. Many researchers have explored human-object 

interactions to decode behavior-related information. However, current methods only model 

probabilistic correlations between objects and activities. Their applications are usually limited to 

fixed environments and fixed sets of activities. They are unable to deal with variability in the real 

environments due to the lack of the human-like cognitive reasoning process. To address this urgent 

problem, we developed a cognitive reasoning method, Object Functional Role Perspective method, 

to endow a robot with comprehensive behavior understanding. Instead of using specific objects to 

identify an activity, our role-based method models the human cognitive process during task 

performing by analyzing object selection and object interaction. 

Then activity-related information, such as activity feasibility, likely plan, and urgent need of 

an activity, is inferred in order to improve a robot’s cognition level for comprehensive behavior 

understanding. Through a large amount of human behavior observations, this cognitive knowledge 

is constructed using a Markov Random Field (MRF) model. Experiments were performed in both 

____________________________________________________________ 

1Reprinted with permission of IEEE Transactions on Cognitive and Developmental Systems, 2018. 

2Primary researcher and author, graduate student, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of 

Mines. 
3Author for correspondence, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of 

Mines. 
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real-life scenarios and lab scenarios to evaluate the method’s usefulness. The results demonstrated 

flexibility and effectiveness of the role-based method for human behavior understanding under 

variability. 

Our goal is to endow the robot with cognitive reasoning capability for comprehensive human 

behavior understanding. The method structure is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of two aspects: 

activity–centered knowledge representation and human behavior understanding. The knowledge 

representation is along the top-down direction of the model. According to human thinking habits 

in task performance, one activity is decomposed into a limited number of object functional roles 

and role interactions on a timeline. Each role owns a set of interchangeable ‘functionally similar’ 

objects, which are frequently used to perform the same role. Human behavior understanding, is 

along the bottom-up direction of the model, human–object interactions are analyzed to interpret a 

person’s thinking process during the object operation. 

Activity completeness, or the accumulated contributions from object roles, is used to generate 

information on what, how and why the human is acting. An activity is interpreted as a set of object 

role integrations, shown in Figure 3.2. The process of accomplishing the activity is interpreted as 

a cognitive process of planning and searching for the preferred objects to realize the necessary 

roles and role interactions. The completeness of the role participation describes the progress status 

of the activity. When all the roles have been involved, the activity is considered to be complete 

with a completeness value of 1. 

3.2. Feasibility Study Based On Object Functional Role Model 

3.2.1. Human Behavior Understanding 

Intelligent robotic assistance requires a robot to have good human behavior understanding [1]. 

Compared with behavior understanding methods using environmental clues, the method using 
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object clues is relatively straightforward and concise in that objects involved in an activity are 

usually strongly indicating a person’s method and goal [2][3]. For example, based on the clues 

such as ‘the person is walking into the living room’, the possible activities are numerous and 

uncertain that they could be watching TV, resting on the sofa, playing a computer game or drinking 

[4][5]. On the other hand, if the action is described as ‘he sat on the sofa and grasped the cup’, the 

most probable activity would be clearly indicated as ‘Drink’. During human behavior 

understanding, objects were explored by considering the human-object spatial-temporal relation 

[6], object appearance-action relation [7], object state [8], object-hand distance [9] and object 

mutual cooperation [10]. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Object functional role perspective method for human behavior understanding. The 

method structure has three layers: activity, functional role & role interaction, and object sets. 
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Figure 3.2 Human behavior understanding framework using the role-based method. Objects are 

interpreted as object functional roles and role interactions. The most complete activity is 

considered as the real human activity. 

 

Although the existing object-based human behavior understanding methods endow a robot 

with good behavior understanding, there are several challenges influencing a robot’s performance. 

First, establishing the knowledge based on specific objects constrains the knowledge 

feasibility and increases the knowledge size [11]. It is difficult to consider all of the likely object 

combinations for an activity in real situations [12]. For example, in the ‘Drink’ activity, there are 

many realizations, such as ‘cup →coffeemaker →spoon’, ‘bottle →juice’, ‘tap →mug’ and so on. 

Given various object usages, it is challenging to get the training data to cover various object usage 

instances in real situations. Moreover, because object-based knowledge requires the relationship 

between an activity and each related object, the knowledge size is increased. 

Second, the activity likelihood accumulated from object–activity occurrence correlations 

inadequately explains human behaviors [8][13]. Activity likelihood helps a robot to identify what 

the human is doing. However, key information, such as why a person uses a specific object in an 

activity, is ignored. This missing information constrains a robot’s ability of adapting to individual 

variability in the environments [14][15]. 

Third, human preferences for object usage are ignored, causing difficulties for a robot to make 

the most satisfied decision in a given situation [65][66]. For example, a human normally uses a 
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cup for coffee and a glass for water. A glass of coffee would be acceptable but not desired if human 

preference is considered. 

According to cognitive psychology theory, human behavior is largely influenced by the 

human cognitive process, which explored the relation among human perspective, thinking 

processes and decision-making in a specific situation [67] [68]. Therefore to make a robot get 

comprehensive understanding of human behaviors, we should enable a robot to understand 

human’s cognitive process [69] [70]. 

Some neuroscience and psychology research proved the feasibility of modeling human’s 

cognitive process by observing human’s object operation behaviors. Neuroscientists Johnson-Frey 

and Maloof [71] proved that when observing human’s operation on objects, the inferior frontal 

areas of observers were activated to perform cognitive activities for perceiving human’s object 

operation actions and decoding the behavior goal underlying these operations. They also proved 

that the process of using tools, such as daily objects ‘rake’ and ‘food pellets’, was actually the 

process of causal reasoning, rather than sensorimotor transforming [72]. Psychology research [73] 

proved that object is the connection of the real world and human’s mental status and observing 

human’s operation on objects could model this mental status. By the object-based mental status 

modeling, human’s behavior-related information, such as human intention could be decoded [74]. 

Inspired by the aforementioned neuroscience and psychology research, we developed an 

Object Functional Role Perspective Method (named ‘role-based method’ for the rest of the paper) 

to improve flexibility and effectiveness of human behavior understanding under variability. This 

method models a human’s cognitive process with an object functional role perspective. Object 

functional role means every object plays a unique role to complete a specific activity and object 

usage is actually the usage of an object’s roles. Take ‘cup’ for example, in the activity ‘Drink’ a 
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cup’s functional role is ‘containing human-desired liquid for drinking’ and in ‘Wash’ the role is 

‘dinnerware to be washed in dishwashing’. Such that, human–object interactions can be interpreted 

as object role interactions, revealing the human’s thinking process during an activity. For example, 

when people use ‘cup →coffeemaker →spoon’ for ‘Drink’, with the role perspective the process 

is described as that first he/she wants to find an object for ‘containing human-desired liquid’; then 

he/she tries to find an object providing ‘the desired liquid’, and last he/she needs an object for 

‘stirring the liquid’. Based on the analysis of the human thinking process in ‘Drink’, various object 

combinations like {cup, coffeemaker, spoon} and {glass, coffeepot, stirrer} and object interaction 

manners like ‘cup →coffeemaker →spoon’ and ‘coffeemaker →cup →spoon’ could be understood 

accurately. Activity recognition explains what a human is doing, role-based analysis of human 

cognitive process explains why the human is operating on a certain set of objects, and the 

interpreted information, including feasibility, plan, urgent need and likely object, explains how the 

human plans to do. The information introduced by role involvement is critical for a robot because 

accurate analysis of human behaviors enables it to detect human’s urgent need timely and provide 

the assistance appropriately. 

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 

(1) Instead of using specific objects, knowledge is constructed in an activity-centered manner 

by using object roles, in which one activity is decomposed into specific roles. It reduces the 

knowledge size and increases the knowledge flexibility. 

(2) Human cognitive process modeling improves a robot’s ability to understand human 

behaviors and adapt to behavior variability. Compared with the existing human behavior 

understanding methods, which only help a robot recognize what a human is doing, our method 

enables the robot to know how and why the human is doing. Significant behavior-related 
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information behind these human varieties, such as task feasibility, mental-level plan, human urgent 

need, and likely involved object, is learned and endows the robot with comprehensive human 

behavior understanding. 

(3) Human preferences on object selection and interaction manner are explored, improving a 

robot’s performance on human behavior understanding and human-robot cooperation. 

Object function, as one key aspect of object-related semantic meaning, has been explored in 

human behavior understanding. Although their approaches may vary, the common theme is that 

object function is very critical to ensure good activity recognition performances. However, 

modeling human cognitive thinking process from the objective functional role perspective has not 

been well developed. 

(1) Function-feature-based Description 

Object function, together with object status and spatial information, was considered as a 

situation feature for recognizing human action [75][76]. Object function is combined with object’s 

geometric characteristics to define the functional parts for human motion recognition [77][78]. The 

benefit of using multi-channel information is that some underlying information could be explored 

to provide more evidence for recognizing a certain activity. Compared with our role-based method, 

they focused on making a precise description of a given action by using objects, while we aimed 

to understand human’s cognitive thinking process underlying object operations.  

(2) Semantic Information Exploration 

Co-occurrence relation of object functions was explored for scene understanding. For 

example, the laptop is supposed to face the chair when it is placed on the desk [1]. Semantic 

category definition based on object functions helped a robot to flexibly accomplish its plan. For 

example, ‘Coke/Pepsi’, which share the same function, are interchangeable for when either of them 
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is missing in practical situations [1][79]. Based on an object’s function and using manner (some 

research define it as affordance, which represents the correlation between an object and its 

corresponding action), object usage was inferred for human activity recognition [77][80]. Objects 

with the same affordance or affordance cooperation sometimes could be replaceable, which 

increased flexibility of task execution. However, different from our research focusing on activity-

centered cognitive process modeling, the semantic information in object replacement ignored 

human cognitive process during task performing. For example, both ‘cup’ and ‘spoon’ have the 

affordance ‘drinkable’, however, they cannot be replaced by each other. Instead of merely 

associating objects with a general action, functional role in our method is defined with detailed 

contributions for a specific activity. For example, even though cup, glass and spoon are involved 

in the activity drink, instead of merely defining them as ‘drinkable’, the role of cup and glass in 

drink can be defined as ‘containing human-desired liquid for drinking’ and the role of spoon is 

defined as ‘stirring human-desired liquid for drinking’. 

(3) Cognitive Process Analysis 

Recent research has been done on exploring the cognitive process underlying object 

operations. In Worgotter’s research, an activity is represented as a high-level semantic action 

chain, and the objects with an action in the same combinatory categorial grammars (CCGs) 

category could be replaceable [81][82]. Although both their research and the research in this paper 

model the cognitive process of human behaviors, the perspective and focus are different. They 

decomposed a human activity into a semantic action sequence with a task execution perspective, 

focusing on finding the suitable object replacements. While our method decomposes an activity 

into an object functional role sequence with a cognitive thinking perspective, focusing on 

interpreting human behaviors. 
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3.2.2. Object Functional Role Perspective Method for Human Behavior Understanding 

The objective in this section is to decompose the regular activities into object functional roles 

and role interactions on a timeline. Although objects and interaction manners are numerous, given 

the fact that each object is designed to own a limited number of functions and the daily task is 

usually performed by a limited number of human-preferred methods, the object functional roles 

and their interactions for an activity are also limited. Role interactions are crucial for human 

behavior understanding in that different manners of interactions may lead to distinctive activities. 

Roles of a regular activity �  are defined as v  (p ∈[1, P], P is the total number of roles for � ) and their important degrees are different. Some object roles are prerequisite in that lacking any 

one of them would lead to the failure of the task performing. The other object roles are assistive 

for facilitating the activity realization in that their absence merely influences the performance of 

activity realization but would not lead to failure. For example, for the ‘Drink’ activity in Figure1, 

the roles ‘containing liquid’ and ‘liquid’ are prerequisite in that lacking either of them would make 

‘Drink’ infeasible, while the ‘stirring liquid’ is assistive in that without it ‘Drink’ is still feasible. 

To categorize an object into a functional role, role suitability is defined to evaluate the matching 

degree between the actual role (the role that an object actually provides in an activity instance) and 

the theoretical role (the role of that object according to the learned knowledge). The role suitability S  is determined by two features: human preference and role precondition. Human preference 

means the humans' preferences for using an object to perform a specific role. For example, the 

preference for the role ‘liquid’ in ‘drink’ may be ‘water > coffee> …’. Role precondition decides 

the qualification of an object for a role. For example, the precondition of a ‘glass’ for ‘Drink’ is 

‘the glass is clean’. 
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Interaction between roles v  and v  is defined as  ( , ∈ [1, P]). The interaction 

suitability  is defined to describe the matching degree of theoretical interaction and the actual 

interactions. Interaction suitability is determined by three features: role sequence, human 

preference and interaction precondition. Role sequence usually distinguishes one activity from 

others. For example, food(plate) → warming(microwave) suggests activity ‘food heating’ while 

warming(microwave) → food(plate) suggests ‘Eating’. Human preference describes the preference 

for an object interaction manner. In ‘Drinking’, people prefer to use {cup, coffeemaker} while in 

‘medicine taking’ they may prefer to use {glass, tap}. Precondition means that only when some 

conditions—like relative object position and power supply—are satisfied, can role interaction 

happen. For example, the precondition for ‘warming(microwave) → food(plate)’ in ‘food heating’ 

is that the plate is in the microwave and the microwave power supply is normal. With roles and 

role interactions, the completed activity decomposition diagram is shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3 Object role-based activity decomposition. An activity is decomposed into roles and role 

interactions which are described by their features and feature suitability. 

 

By categorization, daily objects could be classified into limited object sets for specific 

activities. Object  is assigned with a semantic labels (p∈[1, P]), shown in equation 3.1, where �  means object physical status. Objects playing the same role for the same activity are 

categorized into the same object set. Objects within the same set could be interchangeable, 
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increasing a robot’s adaptability to various human behaviors. Considering an object in daily life is 

usually involved in multiple activities like glass – drinking/ medicine_taking/ 

dinnerware_washing, one object usually has several labels.  

 ={ , � , � , 
g
, Sg

 } (3.1) 

Integrating the activity decomposition and object categorization, the activity-centered 

knowledge representation for the role-based method is shown in Figure 3.4. This representation is 

the basic element in the knowledge base and consists of three kinds of important information: 

activities, activity accomplishing method (roles & role interactions), and activity realization tools 

(objects). 

Human behavior understanding includes two stages: human cognitive process modeling, 

which is devoted to analyzing human thinking process underlying object-related behaviors, and 

behavior interpreting, which is devoted to decoding important behavior-related information like 

activity status evaluation. 

To model the human cognitive process, we adopted the Markov Random Field (MRF) graphic 

model with log-linear nodes and pairwise edge potentials to explore the potential roles and role 

interactions during human–object interactions [83]. MRF [83][84] is a graphic probabilistic model 

that effectively models the involved entities and their mutual relations. MRF is superior to the 

other graphic probabilistic models, such as Bayesian Network [85], in modelling certain types of 

dependencies (e.g., cyclic dependencies ‘cup → coffeepot → spoon → cup’, which is the 

integration of different operation sequences ‘cup → coffeepot → spoon’ and ‘coffeepot → spoon 

→ cup’). The thinking process is understood by modeling the process of the role interaction 

manner underlying various object interactions. Given the object sequence { , , … , } by time 

, we aim to predict human activity �  and evaluate its completeness � . 
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The completeness evaluates the activity progress and likelihood by accumulating the 

contributions from roles and role interactions. Activity candidates introduced by all the objects are � (g=1,2, …,G). The actual human activity �  is predicted as the candidate with the largest 

completeness value ��� , shown in equation 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.4  Activity-centered knowledge representation for our role-based method. 

 � = a�g max�∈{ ,…, �} � � , , , … ,   (3.2) 

 

Activity completeness function � explores the dependencies between the roles, to define an 

undirected graphical model (v, e) (shown in Figure 3.4 the role layer), in which the vertices v 

denote the existing functional roles, and edges e denote the existing role interactions on a timeline. 

The roles are introduced by involved objects. Role interaction is established when there is a strong 

interaction like ‘functional cooperation’ and ‘habitual co-appearance’ existing between roles. 

Functional cooperation means that two functional roles cooperate with each other. Habitual co-

appearance means that functional cooperation between two roles does not exist, instead, they 

interact with each other only because of human habits. 
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With the undirected model (v, e), the activity completeness function based on object role  

and role interactions  is further described as equation 3.3. 

 �(� , , , … , ) = 

∑ y∈V ∑ �= + ∑ y∈ ∑ j �j=  

 

 

(3.3) 

According to Role suitability Sg
 is defined by its feature contributions � (j=1,2) and the 

feature suitability (j=1,2) Role detection from existing objects is performed by the parameter y  ∈ { , }, where 1 means ‘role  provided by a specific object is contributing to activity � ’ and 0 

means ‘no contribution’. Role contribution for a specific activity �  is denoted by . Interaction 

suitability  is defined by its feature suitability j (j=1,2,3). Interaction detection from the 

existing objects is performed by the parameter y  ∈ { , }, where 1 means ‘role interaction  

provided by objects is contributing to activity  � , and 0 means ‘no contribution’. Role interaction 

contribution for a specific activity �  is denoted by . 

Activity Feasibility Evaluation. Based on the activity completeness, we know the activity 

progress and feasibility. Only when all the prerequisite roles have been involved would the activity 

be feasible. We assume the completeness value of all the prerequisite roles and role interactions is ̃�  (feasibility threshold). When the activity is feasible, its completeness �  is greater than ̃� . 

Mental-level Plan Estimation. Mental-level plan means the manner of role selections and 

role interactions. It explains why humans select some objects. Based on the involved roles and role 

interactions, we mapped them into the activity-centered knowledge to estimate the completed plan. 

We define the plan, which is the most popular one among all the potential plans, is the most likely 

plan , calculated by equation 3.4.  is the plan pool covering all possible plan ℎ for activity 
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� . 

 = a�g max�ℎ∈ � � , ℎ   (3.4) 

Urgent Need Detection. Urgent need means the uninvolved roles of possible activities by 

time , which are influencing activity feasibility and are highly likely to happen. Based on the 

cognitive process analysis, a clear idea of what and how a person has done by time  is generated. 

Based on this, it is easy for us to infer what the person will do in upcoming steps. Here, the urgent 

needed roles u are defined as all the undone prerequisite roles. 

Likely Object Inference. A likely object is the one that will be selected in the next step by a 

person to meet his/her need for an activity. Among available objects for the same role, the one 

with the highest preference value is considered as the likely object . 

The detailed behavior understanding process is shown in Figure 3.5. Based on the sequential 

input objects, the cognitive process in an activity is modeled. Then human behavior understanding 

is conducted by interpreting the behavior-related information such as likely activity, activity 

completeness, activity feasibility, estimated mental-level plan, human urgent need and likely 

object. 

3.2.3. Role-Based Knowledge Learning 

To build the role-based knowledge, the training data are the activity samples described by 

object flow (a sequential set of objects that a human uses in an activity). Each object is initially 

defined as ={ , � }, where  denotes the object’s identity and φ  denotes the object’s status. 

The training outcome is the role-based MRF structure for daily activities. After training, each 

object is labeled as shown in equation 3.1. According to our daily life habits that usually an object 

performs a limited number of functions, the assumptions of this research include 1) even though 
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situations may be vary one object involved in the same activity performs the same object functional 

role and 2) one object only performs one role in a given activity. 

(1) Object Role Learning 

The objective of object role learning is to identify the involvements and contributions of nodes 

(roles) in the MRF structure. Objects are clustered by their places in the sequential set and their 

interactions with other objects. Only when the mutual replacement probability σ  between 

objects O  and O  is greater than a threshold σ , O  and O  are considered as performing the 

same object functional role 
g
 for the activity �  and they are merged into one object set D , 

shown in equation 3.5 where  and  denote the object sets before merging. Roles’ semantic 

meaning is interpreted empirically based on object functions. A role with its contribution weight 

greater than the empirically defined threshold � is defined as a prerequisite role. Otherwise it is an 

assistive role. 

(2) Object Role Interaction Learning 

The objective is to identify the involvements and contributions of edges (role interactions) in 

the MRF structure. To identity the interaction  between roles 
g

 and 
g

, only when the 

temporal interaction intensity of roles,μ  (which means role 
g
 is followed by 

g
 ), is greater 

than a threshold μ , the role interaction exists. Because objects could be operated in different 

manners, some role pairs could have bidirectional interactions, and the others have unidirectional 

interaction. Semantic meaning of the role pairs is interpreted as functional cooperation or co-

appearance empirically. 

 D O , O , . . . ← O , . . . + O , . . .                                               (3.5) 
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Figure 3.5 Detailed human behavior understanding process by using the role-based method. The 

inputs are the involved objects on a timeline. The cognitive process for the likely activities is 

modeled by analyzing the involvement of roles and role interact 

 

(3) Feature Learning 

Given activity instances, the objective is to learn feature contribution and suitability for roles 

and role interactions. Role features include object preference, role precondition and role 

involvement, with contributions φ , φ , wg
 and suitability � , � , yg

, respectively. Role 

interaction features include role sequence, human preference, interaction precondition and 

interaction involvement, with contributions φ , φ , φ , wg and features’ suitability � , � , � , yg
, respectively. Contributions and suitability are learned by a supervised gradient descent 

algorithm [86], and examples of feature learning are shown in equations 3.6 and 3.7. In equation 

3.6, φτ is the proportion of a feature’s occurrence probability at an activity instance τ, and ∆φτ+  
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denotes the difference of feature contributions between instances τ and τ +1. In equation 3.7, �τ 

denotes the feature suitability between the theoretical feature and practical object feature at the 

instance τ, and �τ  is actually the ratio of a feature occurrence for an object/object pair to the 

maximum feature occurrence among all objects/object pairs. ∆sτ+  denotes the difference of 

feature suitability between instances τ and τ +1. 

 �τ+ ← �τ + ∆�τ+  (3.6) 

 τ+ ← τ + ∆ τ+  (3.7) 

The learned roles, role interactions, features of roles, features of role interactions, object sets 

and activities form the three-layer role-based knowledge base shown in Figure 3.4. 

3.2.4. Experiments & Results  

Experiments were designed to evaluate two aspects of the role-based method: feasibility in 

generating reliable & compact knowledge and effectiveness in understanding human behaviors. 

To generate activity-centered knowledge, we collected activity samples by observing the 

activity performance of 194 volunteers ranging from 18-60 years old with different genders. Each 

volunteer naturally performed each of the required tasks according to their daily habits. They were 

free to choose objects as they wanted from a set of provided ones. Subjects were not aware of our 

experiment goal or the role-based knowledge structure. A RFID object identification system was 

used for detecting the human-operated objects. The related object statuses such as ‘cup is clean’ 

and ‘tap is running’ were pre-defined and manually recorded. Note that visually recognizing object 

and object status is technically feasible. It is however not our primary focus in this paper, since 

our focus lies in how to model human cognitive process while interacting with objects in an 

activity. Both object identities and object statuses were recorded to generate the training data for 

knowledge establishment. After activity execution, the volunteers were asked to list other objects 
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to replace some of the recorded objects according to their daily life experiences. Mutual suitability 

of objects involved in activities {Drink, MedTake, Dwash, Hwash} were calculated as shown in 

Figure 3.6. All the objects involved in a specific activity were concentrated in a limited number of 

sets instead of being distributed sparsely. Objects inside the same object set were functionally 

similar. For example, in ‘Drink’, all the objects in the set {bottle, cup, glass, mug} own a similar 

function ‘containing human desired liquid for drinking’.  

Therefore, based on mutual suitability, all the task-involved objects have been categorized 

into a limited number of object sets, shown in Table 3.1, column ‘Object Set’. Each object set 

performed a unique functional role in an activity. The functional roles for an activity were 

interpreted as shown in Table 3.1, column ‘Role Interpretation’ and ‘Object Role’. Role  suitability 

for objects in the same set are shown in Table 3.1, column ‘Object Set’. 

Contributions of functional roles to the related activities are shown in Table 3.1, column 

‘Contri’. Role contributions for an activity were distinctively different in that some roles’ 

contributions were much greater than others (e.g., prerequisite vs. assistive contributions). In Table 

3.1 the prerequisite roles for the four activities were marked by bold italic font. 

Interactions among object roles are shown in Figure 3.7. Each number in the matrix means 

the intensity of the interaction starting from vertical roles to horizontal roles. After eliminating the 

interactions with weak contributions and comparing interaction intensities in two interaction 

directions, the directional role interactions were generated, shown in Table 3.2 column ‘role 

interaction’, where the double arrow ‘↔’ means bidirectional interaction, ‘→’ means 

unidirectional interaction and ‘d’ after each bidirectional interaction means that the interaction 

along the direction starting from the role marked with ‘d’ is relatively dominant. Unidirectional 

role interaction was irreversible. For example, the ‘liquid→stirringL’ in ‘Drink’ means only when 
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the liquid is ready could the human stir the liquid. Some interactions were reversible. For example 

‘liquid↔containingL’ in ‘Drink’ means the sequence would not influence the accomplishment of 

the activity ‘Drink’. Interpretations for these role interactions were generated, shown in Table 3.2, 

column ‘interaction interpretation’. Interpretations were mainly two kinds {function cooperation 

(cooperation), habitual co-appearance (co-appearance)}.  Contributions of role interactions are 

shown in Table 3.2, column ‘Contri’. 

Substituting the interchangeable objects into the sample activities collected from 194 

participants, 4480 possible object combination sequences (Drink: 1097, MedTake: 457, Dwash: 

2248, Hwash: 678) were generated. By exploring the role and role interactions in these object 

sequences, the top five most popular role interaction manners were collected for each activity, 

shown in Table 3.3. 

Even though object selections might be various, with an object role perspective human 

behaviors for specific activities shared common characteristics in using object functions. For 

example, the sequence ‘HWliquid → cleanerHW → dryingH’ was the most popular sequence in 

‘Hands Washing (Hwash)’. This may be because usually people prefer to wash hands by following 

the sequence ‘wet the hands by water→ use soap to assisting hand washing → dry the hands’. 

Integrating these role interaction manners and the corresponding object sets, the compact 

knowledge base using the role-based method was generated, shown in Figure 3.8. The object role 

sequence for each activity is highly consistent with our daily life habits, which showed the 

feasibility of understanding human activities by exploring object roles. In the generated 

knowledge, the total numbers of possible role interaction manners were {Drink: 12, MedTake: 4, 

Dwash: 16, Hwash: 4}. Various task-accomplishing methods are included in one structure, 

reducing the knowledge complexity and increasing the robot’s adaptability to human variability. 
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            (a) Drink (Drinking)                                                (b) MedTake (Medicine Taking) 

 

      (c) Dwash (Dishware Washing)                                   (d) Hwash (Hands Washing) 

Figure 3.6  Matrix for mutual object functional suitability. The number n in location (p, q) of a 

matrix means n people considered that the object p and object q can perform the same function in 

a specific activity. 

 

 

               (a) Drink                           (b) MedTake                         (c) Dwash                       (d) Hwash 

Figure 3.7 Matrix for functional role interactions. The number n in location (p, q) of a matrix 

means n temporal interactions existed between role p and q. 
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Table 3. 1. Object role interpretation 

Activity Object Set (function 

suitability) 

Role Interpretation Object Role Contri 

Drink bottle(0.7), cup(1.0), 

glass(1.0), mug(1.0) 

containing human-desired 

liquid for drinking 

containingL 0.18 

 coffee(0.9), juice(0.8), 

soda(0.7), water(1.0), 

tap(1.0) 

human-desired liquid for 

drinking 

liquid 0.23 

 spoon(1.0), stirrer(1.0), 

straw(0.8) 

stirring human-desired 

liquid for drinking 

stirringL 0.07 

 saucer (1.0) supporting the container for 

drinking 

supportingC 0.02 

MedTake medicines(1.0) medicine used for treatment medicine 0.13 

 coffee(0.4), soda(0.8), 

tap(1.0), water(1.0) 

liquid used for assisting 

medicine taking 

assistedL 0.21 

 cup(1.0), glass(1.0) containing liquid fro 

medicine taking 

containingL_M 0.16 

Dwash washing liquid(1.0), 

dishsoap(1.0), 

sponge(0.4), cloth(0.3) 

dish soap assisting the 

dinnerware cleaning for 

dishwashing 

cleanerDW 0.15 

 cup(0.8), glass(1.0), 

plate(1.0), saucer(1.0), 

spoon(1.0) 

dinnerware to be washed in 

dishwashing 

beingW 0.13 

 sink(1.0), tap(1.0), 

washer(0.9), water(0.5) 

cleaning tool for 

dinnerware washing 

washingD 0.17 

 plate dryer(1.0), rag(0.6), 

towel(1.0) 

drying the dinnerware in 

dishwashing 

dryingD 0.05 

Hwash basin(0.4), sink(0.3), 

tap(1.0). water(1.0) 

 liquid or liquid providing 

tools for hands washing 

HWliquid 0.22 

 sanitizer(1.0), soap(1.0) a cleaner for hand washing cleanerHW 0.14 

 hand dryer(1.0), paper 

towel(1.0), towel(1.0) 

a tool for drying the hands dryingH 0.14 

*Contri: contribution of object functional role. Prerequisite roles are marked by bold italic font in 

‘Object Role’ column and their corresponding contributions are shown in ‘Contri’ column. Roles’ 
semantic interpretation is shown in ‘Role Interpretation’ column. 
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Table 3. 2 Generated Object Role Interactions 

Activity Role Interaction Interpretation Contri 

Drink liquid↔containingL cooperation 0.37 

 containingL↔stirringL co-appearance 0.07 

 liquid→stirringL cooperation 0.06 

MedTake medicine→containingL_M cooperation 0.11 

 assistedL(d)↔medicine cooperation 0.11 

 assistedL↔containingL_M(d) cooperation 0.28 

Dwash cleanerDW↔beingW(d) cooperation 0.11 

 cleanerDW↔washingD(d) cooperation 0.18 

 beingW(d)↔washingD cooperation 0.15 

 cleanerDW→dryingD co-appearance 0.06 

Hwash HWliquid(d)↔cleanerHW cooperation 0.26 

 HWliquid→dryingH co-appearance 0.07 

 cleanerHW→dryingH co-appearance 0.17 

* function cooperation: cooperation, habitual co-appearance: co-appearance, Contri: 

contribution of role interaction. 

 

Table 3. 3 Top 5 Popular Role Interaction Manners for Activities 

Activity Occu Top1 Top2 Top3 Top4 Top5 

Drink Seq BACD BAC AB ABC ABCD 

 Occu 168 164 127 112 62 

MedTake Seq ACB CBA ABC BCA AB 

 Occu 154 83 13 10 6 

Dwash Seq BCAD CBAD CABD CAD BAD 

 Occu 682 411 285 76 60 

Hwash Seq ABC BAC AC AB ACB  
Occu 516 78 27 15 6 

*Letters (A, B, C, D) in each activity denotes the corresponding roles {Drink (containing, liquid, 

stirringL, supportingC), MedTake (medicine, assisted, containing_M, /), Dwash (cleanerDW, 

beingW, washing, dryingD) and Hwash (HWliquid, cleanerHW, dryingH, /)}.  
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To assess the effectiveness of the role-based method in human behavior understanding, the 

method was used to recognize activities and interpret various human behaviors in both real-life 

scenarios and lab scenarios (Figure 3.9). To show the advantages of our role-based method, we 

compared it with the object-based method. Each method was supported by two different 

algorithms, MRF and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [87], respectively. HMM is also a graphic 

probabilistic model focusing on exploring object/role involvements and their sequential 

transitions. It is suitable for modeling dynamic human activities and implemented by many 

researchers [88]. Real-life scenarios are scenarios more like a real home environment with a more 

variety of available objects, leading to more diverse behaviors. Lab scenarios are the designed 

scenes in the lab with a less number of available objects, leading to ambiguous behaviors (one 

object could be used for different activities, in which the object could provide a different role). 

With the real-life scenarios we aimed to evaluate our method’s adaptability to diverse human 

behaviors and with the lab scenarios we aimed to further evaluate the method’s accuracy in 

recognizing ambiguous human behaviors. 

One detailed human behavior understanding process is shown in Figure 3.10. The sequentially 

observed objects were ‘coffee →cup →spoon →saucer’. The possible cognitive processes were 

modeled as {Drink: ‘liquid ↔containignL →stirringL →supportingC’}, {MedTake: 

‘containingL_M ↔assistedL’} and {Dwash: ‘beingW’}. The activity was identified as ‘Drink’.  

Human behavior-related information like activity is not feasible without involving the role 

‘containing liquid’, possible plan ‘liquid --- containingL’, urgent need ‘containingL’ and likely 

object ‘cup’ for the identified activity ‘Drink’ was interpreted, shown in Figure 3.10. The 

understanding process was dynamically adjusted according to the sequential object input. 
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(a)Drink                                                                         (b) MedTake 

 

 

(c) Dwash                                                                          (d) Hwash 

Figure 3.8 Hierarchical knowledge structure for the role-based method 

 

Our method is MRF-supported Role-based method. To evaluate the performance of our 

method, we adopted three baseline methods, shown in the followings. 

MRF-supported Object-based Method. The state-of-art object-based method [84][89] was 

introduced for a performance comparison with our method. Object affordances were predefined to 

describe the correlation between objects and operation actions. For example, object ‘cup’ has the 

operation action ‘be-grasped’ and ‘coffeepot’ has the action ‘pure-to’. Their affordances are ‘cup-

be-grasped’ and ‘coffeepot-pour-to’, respectively. In this method, an activity-centered MRF 

structure was established, including object nodes and object interaction edges. An object node was 

identified if the object’s affordance was a sub-activity of a human activity. For example, cup’s 

affordance ‘cup-be-grasped’ is one sub-activity of the activity ‘drink’. Object interaction edge was 

identified by assessing the cooperation between object affordances. For example, given the 
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affordance ‘cup-be-grasped’ is cooperated with the affordance ‘coffeepot-pour-to’, the object 

interaction ‘cup-coffeepot’ is considered as an edge of the ‘drink’-centered knowledge structure. 

In this method, object affordance is used to identify object involvement and object mutual 

interaction. 

HMM-supported Role-based Method. With the same conception in our functional role 

method supported by MRF, objects were interpreted as roles for specific activities. The goal for 

using the same role method with a different algorithm is to show that the improved understanding 

of human behaviors is mainly led by the introduction of the role conception. We focused on role 

sequence likelihood by considering role observation probabilities and role transition probabilities. 

Cognitive process modeling, activity recognition and activity interpretation were the same with 

those in the MRF-supported role-based method.  

HMM-supported Object-based Method. The definition of object affordance and object 

involvement/interaction were the same with those in [84][89], but with a HMM algorithm. We 

focused on object flow likelihood by considering object observation probabilities and object 

transition probabilities.  

Real-life Scenario Validation. A set of observation samples generated from 40 participants 

(different from the 194 participants in knowledge generation) in real-life scenarios was used to 

validate the role-based method. Based on the involved objects like {juice, coffee, glass, …}, the 

cognitive process in performing tasks {Drinking(Drink), Medicine Taking (MedTake), Dishware 

Washing (Dwash), Hands Washing (Hwash)} were modeled with an role perspective. Identified 

human activity were used as the ground truth to evaluate the activity recognition results. Precision 

evaluated the proportion of the correct recognitions and recall evaluated the proportion of correctly 

predicted activities. Based on cognitive process modeling, behavior-related information was 
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interpreted. Activity understanding results of both the object-based method and the role-based 

method are shown in Tables IV ~ VI, respectively. 

For the cognitive process evaluation, volunteers were asked to subjectively assess whether the 

inferred role sequences were close to their thinking processes during task performing. ‘Yes’ Means 

‘close to’ and ‘No’ means ‘not close to’. The percentage of ‘Yes’ was used to evaluate the human-

like degree of the inferred cognitive process. 

Evaluation of Activity Recognition Performance. As shown in Table 3.5, human behaviors 

were various with an average of 22 object combination manners per activity (defined as variety). 

With the same HMM algorithm, the object-based method had an average precision of 0.93 and 

average recall of 0.92, and the role-based method had an average precision of 0.94 and average 

recall of 0.93. Both methods’ performances in recognizing human activity were satisfied and close. 

The role-based method slightly outperformed the object-based method by 0.01. With the same 

MRF algorithm support, the object-based method had an average precision of 0.89 and average 

recall of 0.86. The role-based method’s average precision and recall were both 0.94. Both methods 

again had satisfied performance in recognizing human activity and the role-based method slightly 

outperformed the object-based method by 0.05. These results showed that the role-based method’s 

performance could be better than the object-based method in activity recognition. 

The better performance of the role-based method can be explained by the fact that the object-based 

method ignored the objects’ functional roles in the human’s plan and overemphasized the direct 

occurrence correlations between objects and activities. The contribution of some objects, which 

were with small occurrence frequencies but with a similar function, was underestimated. 

Accordingly, the activity likelihood accumulated from these objects could not accurately describe 

their actual contributions towards an activity in actual situations. While the role-based method 
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decoded object contributions from a human’s perspective, which focused on each object’s 

functional contribution towards an activity. Even if some objects occurred less frequently, their 

contributions were able to be modeled accurately. Therefore, with the role representation for 

unusual objects, this method has the potential to reduce the influence of the cold-start problem 

[90]. When there are more cold-start activities involved, the relative advantage of the role-based 

method would be more obvious. 

Evaluation of Behavior Interpretation. As shown in Table 3.5, the role-based method could 

effectively interpret human behaviors and provide cognitive-related information including the 

feasibility of task execution, plan estimation and urgent need detection that the object-based 

method could not provide. Note that for likely object prediction, all the prediction rates were low. 

This is because human behaviors were various that even a role for the next step was predicted 

accurately it was still difficult to predict the exact involved object. Despite the low prediction rates, 

the role-based method outperformed the role-based method due to the consideration of human 

preferences in the cognitive reasoning procedure. The same reason explained the relatively low 

value of plan estimation. 

       
                                      (1)                                                              (2)  

Figure 3.9 Human behavior understanding in two lab scenarios. (1) was the ‘Drink’ & ‘MedTake’ 
dominating scenarios, where ‘Drink’ and ‘MedTake’ were more likely to happen. (2) was the 

‘Dwash’ & ‘Hwash’ dominating scenarios, where ‘Dwash’ and ‘Hwash’ were more likely to 
happen. 
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Figure 3.10 One detailed human behavior understanding process by using the role-based method. 

By monitoring human-object interactions, human behaviors were interpreted as most likely 

activity, activity completeness, activity feasibility, the most likely activity plan, human’s urgent 
need and the likely involved objects. When human used the first object coffeepot, the most likely 

activity was drink; given the completeness was lower than the threshold 0.5 at that moment, 

activity ‘drink’ was judged as infeasible; according to the current role involvement, the most likely 
plan for ‘drink’ could be BACD (‘liquid →containing → stirringL → supportingC’) or BA (‘liquid 

→containing’) 

 

 

Evaluation for Human Cognitive Process Modeling. As shown in Table 3.6, both methods 

achieved satisfied performances with an average accuracy more than 0.89, which means at least 

89% of involved volunteers agreed that the interpreted cognitive processes were close to his/her 

actual thinking processes. The better performance of the role-based method in interpreting human 

behaviors is because with a role perspective more semantic meanings such as the role-based 

decomposition and prerequisite/assistive roles are introduced. Human behaviors could be 

understood in a higher level that could not be provided by merely using probability values. 
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Table 3.4 Result Comparison of Activity Recognition in Real-Life Scenarios 

  

HMM-supported MRF-supported 

  

Object-based Role-based Object-based Role-based 

Activity Variety P R P R P R P R 

Drink 23 0.97 0.76 0.94 0.80 0.96 0.58 0.85 0.98 

MedTak

e 19 0.80 0.98 0.83 0.95 0.67 0.98 1.00 0.85 

DWash 25 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.90 0.97 0.95 

HWash 21 0.98 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.95 0.98 0.95 0.98 

Average 22 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.89 0.86 0.94 0.94 

*Object-based: method using objects and affordances.  Role: method using object functional roles. 

P: precision, R: recall. 

 

Table 3.5 Evaluation of Behavior Interpretation in Real-Life Scenarios 

 HMM-supported MRF-supported 

 Object-based Role-based Object-based Role-based 

Feasibility × 1.00 × 1.00 

Plan × 0.49 × 0.48 

UrgNeed × 1.00 × 1.00 

LikObject 0.12 0.36 0.25 0.27 

*UrgNeed: urgent need. LikObject: likely object in next step LikObject: likely object in next step 

 

Table 3.6 Evaluation of Cognitive Process Modeling in Real-Life Scenarios 

  HMM-supported MRF-supported 

Drink 1.00 0.98 

MedTake 1.00 0.93 

DWash 0.93 0.83 

HWash 0.98 0.85 

Average 0.98 0.89 
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Table 3.7 Result Comparison of Activity Recognition in Lab Scenarios 

  

HMM-supported MRF-supported 

  

Object-based Role-based Object-based Role-based 

Activity Variety Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall 

Drink 5 1.00 0.42 1.00 0.42 1.00 0.42 0.92 1.00 

MedTake 5 0.63 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 1.00 

DWash 11 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.92 

HWash 7 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Average 7 0.91 0.85 0.91 0.85 0.85 0.77 0.98 0.98 

*Object-based: method using object and affordance. Role: method using object functional roles 

 

Table 3. 8 Evaluation for Behavior Interpretation in Lab Scenarios 

 HMM-supported MRF-supported 

 Object-based Role-based Object-based Role-based 

Feasibility × 1.00 × 1.00 

Plan × 0.49 × 0.69 

UrgNeed × 1.00 × 1.00 

LikObject 0.10 0.32 0.25 0.38 

* UrgNeed:urgent need. LikObject: likely object in the next step.

 

In summary, the satisfied performance in the real-life scenarios showed that the role-based 

method could effectively adapt to the diverse human behaviors and the collected knowledge was 

reliable. For each activity, an average number of 22 object interaction manners were represented 

by one role-based knowledge cell, which effectively reduced the size of the knowledge base.  

The four activities were divided into two pairs and activities in each pair shared similar 

scenarios, as shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6 (1) was the ‘Drink’ & ‘Medtake’ dominating 
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scenarios, where ‘Drink’ and ‘Medtake’ were more likely to happen. Available objects were 

{coffee, spoon, cup, saucer, medicine, glass, water, stirrer}. Figure6 (2) is the ‘Dwash’ & ‘Hwash 

‘dominating scenarios, where ‘Dwash’ and ‘Hwash’ were more likely to happen. Available objects 

were {paper towel, sanitizer, cup, washing liquid, towel, soap, plate, tap, sponge, sink}. According 

to life experience and individual preferences, the scenarios and the corresponding objects were 

selected by 12 participants (different from the previous volunteers) to perform each activity. 

Activity completeness was calculated dynamically every time when a new object was selected, 

and the cognitive process was modeled to identify the undergoing activity and understand the 

activity procedures for realizing and interpreting the activity (described in III.B.(2) Behavior 

Interpreting). Based on the behavior interpretation, NAO asked the subject whether he/she needed 

some assistance like ‘your activity is likely to be drink, do you need me to deliver you a spoon?’ 

Activity understanding results of both the object-based method and the role-based method are 

shown in Tables VII ~ IX, respectively. 

Evaluation of Activity Recognition Performance. As shown in Table 3.7, there was an average 

number of seven object interaction manners per activity. With the same HMM algorithm support, 

the object-based method had the same performance as the role-based method, both with a precision 

of 0.91 and recall of 0.85. With the same MRF algorithm support, the object-based method had an 

average precision of 0.85 and average recall of 0.77. While the role-based method’s average 

precision and recall were both 0.98. The comparison of results consistently showed that the role-

based method’s performance was better than the object-based method in activity recognition.  

Evaluation of Behavior Interpretation. As shown in Table 3.8, for behavior interpretations, 

either supported by HMM or MRF, the role-based method outperformed the object-based method 

to provide cognitive-related information. It also proved that human preference on object usage 
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could be more effectively considered by the role-based method than the object-based method. 

Evaluation for Human Cognitive Process Modeling. The recognizability of the inferred 

cognitive process in lab scenarios were 1.00 for both the MRF-supported role-based method and 

the HMM-supported role-based method. Note that, these evaluation results in lab scenarios were 

higher than those in real-life scenarios. This is because the number of possible object interaction 

manners were less in the lab scenarios than in the real-life scenarios (lab 7; real-life 22), which led 

to more common behaviors as well as more common cognitive processes recognized across 

different subjects. This result difference between the real-life scenarios and the lab scenarios 

further validated the reliability of the human cognitive process model. 

In summary, the satisfied performance in the lab scenarios showed that the role-based method 

could accurately distinguish ambiguous behaviors and the learned knowledge was reliable. For 

each activity, an average number of seven object interaction manners per activity were represented 

by one role-based knowledge structure, which effectively reduced the size of the knowledge base.  

3.2.5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have developed an Object Functional Role Perspective Method to 

comprehensively understand human behaviors. With our role-based method, human cognitive 

process during task performing was modeled to understand human perspective and thinking 

process. The model recognized both what, why and how the human was acting. Through cognitive 

process modeling, behavior-related information such as likely activity, activity feasibility, mental-

level plan, urgent need and likely object was collected. This role-based method endowed the robot 

with comprehensive human behavior understanding even when human behaviors were various. At 

the same time, with the role perspective, methods and the corresponding objects for performing a 

task were integrated into a compact knowledge base, largely decreasing the knowledge complexity 
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and increasing method flexibility. 

In the next stage, we are interested in endowing the robot with self-learning ability to 

dynamically update its knowledge. The activity-involved objects will be visually identified and 

their features would be extracted with the help of computer vision technologies. More daily 

activities would be collected for further verification and validation of the role-based method. 
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CHAPTER 4  

HUMAN-INVOLVED ENVIRONMENT UNDERSTANDING IN DAILY ASSISTANCE 

A paper published on International Journal of Advanced Robotic Systems4 

Rui Liu5 and Xiaoli Zhang6 

4.1. Abstract 

To provide timely and appropriate assistance, robots must have the capability of proactively 

understanding a user’s personal needs, so called human intention inference. In human-human 

interaction, humans have a natural and implicit way to infer others’ intentions by selecting 

correlated context features and interpreting these features based on their life experience. However, 

robots do not have this capability and it is not realistic to build an explicit formula to associate 

human intentions with context. In this paper, a novel Fuzzy-Context-Specific Intention Inference 

method (FCII) is developed for human-like implicit human intention inference. Context features 

are converted in a fuzzy way to discrete context statuses similar to human subjective feelings. An 

intention-centered common sense database is developed consisting of correlated fuzzy context 

statuses, object affordances, and their relationship with human intentions. With this database, a 

Fuzzy Naïve Bayesian Network algorithm is adopted for implicit intention inference. Simulation 

results validated the high reliability of the FCII method. Experiment results in controlled scenarios 

showed the effectiveness and robustness of our method. This work is expected to develop intuitive 

and effective human-robot interaction, consequently enhancing the adoption of assistive 

technologies and improving the independence of the disabled and elderly in activities of daily 

____________________________________________________________ 

1Reprinted with permission of International Journal of Advanced Robotics Systems, 2018. 

2Primary researcher and author, graduate student, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of 

Mines. 
3Author for correspondence, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of 

Mines. 
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living. 

In this paper, instead of directly using sensor values for intention inference, cognitive 

interpretation of sensor data is used for intention modelling and prediction, shown in Figure 4.1. 

4.2. Cognitive Interpretation For Context-Aware Robot Daily Assistance 

The population aging trend currently is widespread across the world [1][91]. A large fraction 

of the elderly population is suffering from different degrees of physical impairments [25]. At the 

same time the whole society is encountering a shortage of caregivers [91]. Given this situation, 

assistance robots that help the elderly with activities of daily living (ADL) have been introduced 

to improve the elderly’s quality of life [2][92]. Typical applications include navigation robots [93], 

rehabilitation robots [1][94], and smart reminders [95][96]. 

Robotic caregiving requires robots to be sufficiently intelligent in order to implicitly and 

naturally understand a user’s intentions with minimal human physical involvements [16][25][93] 

[97]. By implicitly and naturally understanding human intentions, a robot could proactively and 

timely assist a user’s individual needs, which will improve the effectiveness and acceptance of 

human-robot interaction (HRI) [16][17][18]. Research about human intention inference occurs 

mainly in two categories: Action-Specific Intention Inference and Context-specific Intention 

Inference. Action-Specific Intention Inference uses human activity/action patterns to infer human 

intentions including situation-assisted human intention inference [98][99], online human utility 

based human intention inference [100][101], and hierarchical action modelling human intention 

inference [102][103]. Context-specific Intention Inference involves context to assist human 

intention inference including environment-based most-desired intention identification [19][20], 

context-assisted potential intention generation [21][104], and spatial constraint intention inference 

[22][105]. 
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Using context in human intention inference has several advantages. First, to conduct a natural 

and reliable human intention inference, context-specific intention inference exploits the valuable 

intention-related information embedded in the surrounding environment thus increasing inference 

reliability [1][21][22]. Second, the involvement of context simplifies inference procedures [23]. 

Third, context-specific intention inference is an effortless, natural, and intuitive way for the elderly 

with severe motion disability to interact with assistive robots [1][25]. It is unrealistic for this user 

group to create explicit action inputs [26]. Thus, human involvement should be minimized. Ideally, 

human intention inference should be performed implicitly based on existing clues. This creates a 

strong need for a robot to maximally and effectively exploit the useful information from the 

surrounding environment. 

 

Figure 4.1 Cognitive context interpretation based human intention inference 
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Although context-specific intention inference has those advantages, its implementation is still 

a long way to go. First, a human’s subjective feelings toward context are ignored [27][28]. For 

example, an individual feels ‘comfortable’ with a temperature between 19°C ~28°C and feels ‘hot’ 

above 26°C. The overlapping temperature range 26°C~28°C, which is subjectively considered as 

both ‘comfortable’ and ‘hot’ in some degree, is often simply classified as either hot or comfortable. 

Second, environmental measurements are continuous, not discrete. It is unrealistic to build an 

explicit formula for human intentions with continuous measurements. Last, context information is 

useful yet redundant. It is hard to get a trade-off between exploitation of useful information and 

elimination of redundant information [29][30]. 

Some efforts have been made to partially address the context information processing problem 

in intention inference. Thresholds have been set for distinguishing context feature statuses. Only 

when the value was over the fixed thresholds would some statuses be considered in intention 

inference processes [31]. Statuses have been predefined and were compared with the measured 

context values to determine the current status as relatively high/normal/low [32]. In [33][34], 

context features were simplified by discarding ‘unnecessary context’. Both the threshold method 

and the discarding method filtered out some useful information hiding in the context values near 

the thresholds or in the discarded context. In addition, the contributions of context values over the 

thresholds were not processed discriminately. Furthermore, the threshold method discarded the 

fact that a person’s feelings towards context features related to an intention are subjective and there 

should be overlapping between context statuses.  

In this paper, we propose a novel Fuzzy-Context-Specific Intention Inference (FCII) method 

to implicitly infer human intentions in ADL using fuzzy context statuses. This method could 

naturally and effectively exploit intention-related information embedded in the daily environment. 
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Combined with a fuzzy context processing method and the common sense knowledge extracted 

from daily life experience, intention-related context features are selected and the fuzzy context-

intention correlations are established. Then based on a Fuzzy Naïve Bayesian Network (FNBN) 

algorithm, the most likely human intention is inferred. 

Our main contributions in this paper are: (1) Context feature statuses are defined in a fuzzy 

way to reflect the subjective nature of human perception to the surroundings. In addition, this fuzzy 

way allows the full range of a context feature to be considered and the contributions of different 

statuses for this context feature can be treated discriminately, (2) Based on a FNBN algorithm, 

fuzzy context-intention correlations are established to perform reliable intention inference in 

ADLs, (3) It allows a robot to infer a human’s intentions based on object affordances and other 

context features, which is more implicit and better exploits the intention-related context 

information compared with other intention inference methods [102][106]. In our method shown in 

Figure 4.1, we generate a set of potential intentions from objects that a person attends to; then other 

context information is used to infer the most likely intention from those potential intentions, and 

(4) An intention-centred common sense database for ADLs is created based on people’s daily life 

experience. Context feature selection is performed to simplify the inference processes by selecting 

the most intention-related features and removing redundant context. 

4.2.1. Framework And Algorithms 

Our research is based on a smart home environment, where context features (such as 

temperature, light density, humidity, and audio/video, shown in Figure 4.2) are measured to 

monitor the environment and the user. Usually, a person’s intention is connected with the 

surrounding environment. For example, when the outside is noisy, people are more likely to close 

the windows; when the weather is nice, people are more willing to walk outside. Therefore, it is 
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crucial to decode context in a specific situation to estimate human intentions. Context is defined 

as any information that characterizes the intention-related situations [21]. It could be any 

environmental feature or entity involved in an intention-related situation, such as humidity, 

location, person, or objects. One type of context measurement is defined as a context feature (the 

pth context in a specific situation and p=1, 2, ..., P, where P is the number of context features.). 

Different values of the same context feature  would trigger different human intentions. For 

example, when people feel cold they would put on more clothes. When they feel hot, they would 

take off some clothes. Actually ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ are human subjective feelings towards 

temperature.  We define this subjective feelings for a specific context feature  as the feature 

status (the kth status of the pth context and k=1, 2, …, � , where �  is the number of statuses 

for the context feature ). 

A context feature   can be converted into several feature statuses , which are defined by 

fuzzy membership functions based on people’s daily life experience. Human potential intentions � (g=1, 2, …, G) is only connected with certain feature statuses , not directly connected with 

the context feature . 

For a context feature , the fuzzy memberships for its statuses are  correspondingly. 

The value range of a specific status  is μ ~ μ . μ  & μ  are two values between μ & μ (μ <μ < μ < μ ). Relations of μ ~μ  are defined by equations 4.1 & 4.2. A fuzzy factor � decides the proportion of fuzzy range in the whole range μ ~μ . The fuzzy function  for  

consists of several fuzzy status memberships ( ), shown in equations 4.3 & 4.4 and Figure 

4.3. 

The complete context feature processing process is shown in Figure 4.4. An environmental 

sensor net generates various kinds of context feature measurements. Then fuzzy statuses are 
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assigned to each specific feature measurement. Last, the related context-intention correlations are 

represented. 

μ − μ = � μ − μ  (4.1) 

μ − μ = � μ − μ  (4.2) 

= { …( ), μ < < μ…  
(4.3) 

( ) = { − μ / μ − μ μ < < μ, μ < < μμ − / μ − μ , μ < < μ  

(4.4) 

 

Figure 4.2 Different Context Features 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Fuzzy Memberships for Context Feature Statuses 
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Figure 4.4 Context-Intention Correlation Framework 

 

Context information is redundant, and if all context features are considered, it would increase 

the computational cost and decrease the inference accuracy and efficiency. Therefore, feature 

selection is needed. 

Feature selection is performed at the context feature level and the criteria are based on the 

correlation strength |�  between a context feature status  and an intention � . The 

correlation strength |�  can be also understood as the conditional probability of  if the 

intention �  occurs. For a context feature , if all  ( |� ), k = , , … , K  given a specific 

intention � , are lower than a threshold θ, we define the context  as a redundant context (RC), 

shown in equation 4.5. The redundant context features would be eliminated in the inference 

process. We also define  with the correlation strength ( |� ) higher than a threshold β is the 

strongly correlated context status, which imposes a key influence on � . 

 RC = { | ( |� ) < θ, k = , , … , K  } (4.5) 

Common sense is the knowledge accumulation of daily life experience. It represents the 

empirical relations between activities, objects and situations, such as what kind of objects is often 

placed in a specific location [106], and what the functions of an object are and how to use it. This 

knowledge is obvious to humans, but to a robot, it is often too implicit to understand or even 
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completely missing [107]. The lack of common sense creates obstacles for HRI. To make robots 

smart to proactively understand humans and perform timely elderly caregiving, it is necessary to 

endow robots with the common sense knowledge. Based on the ‘life experience’, a robot can 

reason human intentions in a more effective and natural way. Therefore, the common sense 

knowledge database, representing the intention-context correlations, is developed to be intention-

centered based on daily life scenarios. 

Objects, a critical part of context information, are always closely connected with human 

intentions. For instance, when a person wants to leave, he/she would frequently look at the watch. 

When a person is thirsty, he/she would subconsciously look at a cup or a water machine. Therefore, 

objects are an essential part in the common sense knowledge. In this study, objects that the user 

attends to ℎ(the hth object, h=1, 2, …,H) are treated as a separate category from other context 

features . The object-intention correlations are established based on an affordance database. 

The common sense knowledge includes object-intention correlation ℎ|� , context status-

intention correlation ( |� ), and intention possibility �  (the possibility that an intention 

happens in daily living). The knowledge structure is shown in Figure 4.5. The intention-centered 

common sense knowledge describes the intention-related context and their correlation strengths 

with specific conditional possibility values. When an intention happens, the specific situation 

could be decomposed into context-intention correlations and object-intention correlations. 

For the general common sense structure of a single intention, we define context feature 

statuses and objects as ‘Node (Nn)’ and the context-intention correlations as ‘Edge (E)’. The 

common sense knowledge scale from the perspective of the edge number is shown in equation 4.6. 

The dependence relationship among nodes and edges is positively linear, shown in Figure 4.6. 

Therefore, to scale up the FCII method to a large number of ADLs is feasible. 
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Knowledge Scale=E=(H+∑ ��= )G (4.6) 

 

Figure 4.5 Common Sense Knowledge Representation 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Common Sense Database Scale Estimation 

 

4.2.2. Human Intention Inference 

As the fuzzy definition towards the context, a specific value of the context feature  may 

simultaneously belong to different statuses (k=1, 2, …,� ) with corresponding memberships 
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 (k=1, 2, …, � ). Different context statuses  are correlated to the intention �  with different 

strengths, shown in Figure 4.7. 

The fuzzy context-intention correlation is described by equation 4.7. The value of the context 

feature  is decomposed into several feature statuses . The conditional correlation strengths |�  (k=1, 2, …,� ) between different feature statuses and the intention �  are accumulated 

to calculate the comprehensive context-intention correlation  ( |� ). 

  ( |� )=∑ |��=  (4.7) 

 

Figure 4.7 Context-Intention Correlation 

 

Based on the results of context processing and the establishment of context-intention 

correlation, human intention can be recognized if given a specific set of context features. A Fuzzy 

Naïve Bayesian Network algorithm is used to conduct CSII. A Naïve Bayesian Network (NBN) 

algorithm is a machine learning algorithm that is usually used for pattern recognition. NBN is good 

at reasoning the certainty based on complex uncertainties [108]. In an ambiguous situation with 

noise and incomplete information, an NBN algorithm has reliable classification ability, assigning 

the appropriate labels onto some cases with several clues [109]. Since the context-intention 

correlations are fuzzy and the context features could be considered as independent of each other, 

NBN is especially appropriate for CSII, shown in equation 4.8. 
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� = a�g�∈{ ,   ...  , �}  (� ) ∏ ( |� )�=          (4.8) 

where C is a specific set of context features given (p=1, 2,..., P). Among the intention candidates � = , , … , , �  is the most likely intention in a scenario with the context C. Combining 

with the fuzzy context statuses and common sense, NBN is improved as the FNBN algorithm, 

shown in equation 4.9. 

� = a�g�∈{ ,   ...  , �}  (� ) ∏  ( |� )�=  

= a�g�∈{ ,   ...  , �}  � ∏ ∑ ( |� )�=�=      (4.9) 

The overall FCII method is shown in Figure 4.8.  The method mainly includes two parts: 

context processing and intention inferring. First, according to the human attended objects { , …, 
}, affordance database, and common sense, the human potential intentions {� , … , � } are 

generated. Then based on the common sense knowledge, feature selection is conducted to extract 

the strongly correlated context features { , …, �} from the initial context features { , …, � } 

and then according to their values each context feature status is assigned with a specific 

membership { ( ), …, � � }. Based on the FNBN algorithm, the fuzzy context-

intention correlation  ( |� ) is established and the most likely human intention �  can 

be inferred. 

4.2.3. Experiments 

We applied the novel FCII method on a humanoid robot NAO to perform intention inference 

in controlled daily life scenarios, with the purpose to evaluate the reliability, effectiveness and 

robustness of the FCII method.  Given that the common sense knowledge is generated from 
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volunteers’ daily life experience, it is expected that with the common sense reflecting human 

subjective feelings towards the environmental context, the robot could infer human intentions like 

human beings inferring others’ intentions based on their daily experience.  In this paper, we assess 

the reliability of the FCII method by evaluating its consistency of the inferred intentions with those 

from human common sense and volunteer-designated scenarios.  To verify the effectiveness and 

robustness of this method we designed ‘intention-dominating scenarios’ in which human 

intentions are obvious in daily life and the ‘ambiguous scenarios’ in which human intentions are 

ambiguous. All scenarios were mixed with redundant context features. The robot was required to 

perform intention inference in these scenarios one by one. 

 

Figure 4.8 The Fuzzy-Context-Specific Intention Inference method FCII 

 

For the controlled scenarios (shown in Figure 4.9), intention candidates {‘wash the cup’, 

‘drink using the cup’} are related to the object ‘cup’. Context features available are {‘time’, ‘cup 

location’, ‘room temperature’, ‘water taking times’, ‘noise level’, ‘light intensity level’}.  

The experiments included three sections. In Section 1, knowledge about fuzzy context and 

common sense was generated by processing data from the first set of questionnaires. In Section 2, 

by using the second set of questionnaires, FCII for distinguishing the intentions {wash, drink} was 

performed in volunteer-designated scenarios to validate its reliability. In Section 3, with the Nao 
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robot, FCII for distinguishing the intentions {drink, wash} was performed in three different 

controlled scenarios to evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of the presented method. 

The subjective statuses of context features are shown in Table 4.1. They were defined by 

volunteers’ daily life experience through questionnaires completed by 100 participants ranging in 

age 19~60. For the fuzzy context status definition, questions were set as  “Water Taking Times. 

Enough: above __times of drinking for a day; Not Enough: less than __ times of drinking for a 

day”. The fuzzy factor � was 0.3. 

The common sense knowledge representations were wash/drink-centered. For extraction of 

the context-intention common sense knowledge, questions were set as ‘Water Taking Times. 

Enough: □Wash □Drink □None; Not Enough: □Wash □Drink □None’. By statistical analysis of 

the questionnaire results, the intention probability �  and the conditional probability ( |� ) 

(correlation strength) were calculated by equations 4.10 & 4.11. In this experiment, the object-

intention correlation ℎ|�  was equal to the intention probability � . The related context 

features and objects were connected to the intentions {wash, drink} with specific correlation 

strengths to form a knowledge structure, shown in Figure 4.5. 

 � = /  (4.10) 

 ( |� )= /  (4.11) 

where N is the total number of scenarios,  is the number of a specific intention �  appears 

in these scenarios, and  is the number of the feature status  appears in the  scenarios. The 

context features  that have all status-intention correlations |� (k=1, 2, …, � , � = ‘wash’ 

or ‘drink’) lower than 0.1 were eliminated as  redundant context. 
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Figure 4.9 FCII for Distinguishing Intentions {drink, wash} in Controlled Scenarios. (a) 

Controlled experiment environment. (b) Point Forward when the inferred intention is Wash 

Cup.(c)Wave Upward when the inferred intention is Drink. 

 

Table 4. 1 Context feature status 

Context Features Statuses 

1. Time Near Mealtime 

 Not Near Mealtime 

2. Cup Location Near Sink 

 Not Near Sink 

 Hot 

3. Room Temperature Comfortable 

 Cold 

4.Water Taking Times Enough 

 Not Enough 

5. Noise Level Noisy 

 Quiet 

 Bright 

6. Light Intensity Moderate 

 Dark 
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Simulations were conducted using the second set of questionnaires. In each questionnaire, 

volunteers were required to design the ‘close-to-truth’ scenarios under what situations his/her 

intentions {wash, drink} occur respectively. Each scenario was a combination of selected context 

feature statuses as volunteers wanted. The FCII method was performed using these scenarios.  

For example, in a scenario {close to mealtime, cup location close to sink, temperature 

comfortable, quiet}, a volunteer X indicated his intention as ‘wash’. The features related to {wash, 

drink} were first selected. Then by the FNBN algorithm (equation 4.9), the probabilities of {wash, 

drink}, � ℎ|  and � | , were calculated respectively and the most likely intention 

was identified. Then the inferred intention was compared with the indicated intention by the 

volunteer to evaluate its correctness. 

Three different types of controlled scenarios were designed. Scenario 1 was a ‘wash-

dominating scenario’ with more strongly correlated context features of ‘wash’ than those of 

‘drink’, {time to meal: 26 min, location to sink: 0.55 m, drinking times: 4, light intensity: 509 lux}. 

Scenario 2 was a ‘drink-dominating scenario’ with more strongly correlated context features of 

‘drink’, {time to meal: 10 min, temperature: 27 °C, enough drinking times: 2, noise level: 60 dB}. 

Scenario 3 was a ‘ambiguous scenario’ with equal numbers of strongly correlated statuses for both 

‘wash’ and ‘drink’ and also with more RCs, {time to meal: 50 min, location to sink: 0.6 m, 

temperature: 29 °C, drinking times: 5, noise level: 40 dB, light intensity: 300 lux}. The intention 

was inferred using FCII for each of these scenarios. In all three scenarios, different kinds and 

degrees of RC information were added intentionally. 

4.2.4. Results And Discussion 

According to the first set of questionnaires, fuzzy context definitions are shown in Figure 

4.10. Statuses {14~68 minutes to the meal time, 0.5~1.4 m distance between a cup and the sink, 
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10~16 ℃ and 23~30 ℃ of room temperature, 3~8 drinking times per day, 50~65dB noise level, 

70~160 Lux and 500~550 Lux light intensity} were the fuzzy range in which a feature value 

belongs to two statuses. For example, the cup-sink distance 0.8m was categorized into two statuses, 

with the membership 0.33 for ‘Close’ and 0.4 for ‘Far’. This fuzzy categorization for the cup-sink 

distance is reasonable. When the cup-sink distance is between 0.5~1.4m it is hard to classify as 

absolutely ‘Close’ or ‘Far’. We can only subjectively think some distance values are closer to 

‘Close’ or ‘Far’. 

Context status-intention correlations ( |� )  (shown in Figure 4.11) characterize the 

probability relation between the human intention �  and a subjective context status . From the 

questionnaire results, the possibility values �  for {wash, drink, none} in our daily life was 

{0.2036, 0.3071, 0.4839} respectively, shown in Figure 4.12. That is, among the cup-related 

intentions, ‘drink’ (0.3071) occurs more frequent than ‘wash’ (0.2036). We define that strength 

values ( |� ) greater than 0.15 are strongly correlated statuses. Feature selection results are 

shown in Table 4.2. These results were consistent with our daily life experience. For example, 

Noise/Light has little influence on {wash, drink} intentions. When time is near to the meal time 

we are more likely to wash the cup for daily use and when a cup is placed close to sink it indicates 

we intend to wash the cup. Based on these results, the wash/drink-centred common sense 

knowledge is represented as Figure 4.13. 

Figure 4.14 shows the detailed process of FCII in one of the designated scenarios. In this 

scenario, the designated context included {time close to meal, cup location close to sink, 

comfortable temperature, high noise level}. As volunteers were asked to directly designate context 

statuses, the designated scenarios were then all ideal situations. That is, each context feature had 

only one status with the membership 1, and all its other statuses with the memberships 0.  
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Figure 4.10 Fuzzy Context C  

 

Figure 4.11 Context Status-Intention Correlations f( │� ) 
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Figure 4.12 Probability f(� ) for Cup-related Intentions 

 

Table 4.2 Strongly correlated statuses and redundant context 

SCS/RC Feature Statuses 

Strongly correlated statuses- Wash close to mealtime, close to sink 

Strongly correlated statuses- Drink hot temperature, drinking not enough 

Redundant Context Features noise level, light intensity 

 

 

                    (a) Wash-centered Common Sense      (b) Drink-centered Common Sense 

Figure 4.13 Wash/Drink-Centered Common Sense Knowledge Representation 

 

The inferred intention was ‘wash’ which was consistent with the volunteer’s designated 

intention.Among 20 questionnaires, 90% of the ‘wash’ intention was recognized successfully, and 
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95% of the ‘drink’ intention was recognized successfully. The inferred intentions were highly 

consistent with the volunteers’ designated intentions. Therefore, the FCII method based on the 

empirical common sense knowledge is reliable to get satisfied inference performances. 

For each scenario, the memberships of context statuses for each context feature were first 

calculated, shown in Table 4.3. Based on equation (4.9), {wash, drink} intentions in these 

scenarios were recognized, shown in Figure 4.15. For the wash-dominating (shown in Figure 4.16) 

and drink-dominating scenarios, the inferred intentions were the same as their dominating 

intentions respectively. The good performance of resisting the RC disturbances in scenarios 1 and 

2 verified the robustness of the FCII method. In scenario 3, the inferred probabilities of both 

intentions were too close to infer the actual intention. This result was reasonable because even 

humans could not infer others’ intentions in a scenario with highly mixed context features. In this 

situation, more clues would be needed to perform intention inference. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Detailed FCII Process in a Volunteer-Designated Scenario 
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Table 4.3 Interpretation of context features to fuzzy context statuses for three scenarios. fea: 

sensor values for environmental feature statuses, Mem: membership for the environmental 

statuses. 

 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario3 

fea Mem fea Mem fea Mem 

Time (min) Close to mealtime 26 0.7391 10 1 50 0.2174 

Far from mealtime 0.0227 0 0.5682 

Location 

(m) 

Close to sink 0.55 0.9 \ \ 0.6 0.8 

Far from sink 0.05 \ 0.11 

Temperature 

(℃) 

Hot \ \ 27 0.8 29 1 

Comfort \ 0.75 0.25 

Cold \ 0 0 

Drinking 

Times 

Enough 4 0.25 2 0 5 0.5 

Not Enough 0.8 1 0.6 

Noise 

Level(dB) 

Noisy \ \ 60 1 40 0 

Quiet \ 0.5 1 

Light 

Intensity 

(Lux) 

Bright 509 0.81 \ \ 300 0 

Comfort 0.82 \ 1 

Dark 0 \ 0 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15 FCII Results in Three Scenarios 
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Figure 4.16 FCII Process for Scenario 1 

 

4.2.5. Conclusion And Future Work 

In this paper, we presented a novel Fuzzy Context-specific Intention Inference (FCII) method 

to allow robots to implicitly infer the elderly’s intentions in ADLs. Based on human daily life 

experience, we defined statuses of context features involved in ADLs in a fuzzy way. Each context 

feature owns several fuzzy statuses, similar to human subjective feelings towards the surroundings. 

We also established the intention-centered common sense knowledge to endow robots with the 

knowledge of general context status-intention correlations. With the fuzzy context statuses and the 

intention-centered common sense knowledge, a Fuzzy Naïve Bayesian Network (FNBN) 

algorithm was used to infer the human desired intention. 

Simulations and experiments were conducted using questionnaires and the humanoid robot 

NAO. Fuzzy context memberships and common sense knowledge were generated from volunteers’ 

daily life experience through the form of questionnaires. Under the volunteer-designated scenarios 

defined, the high reliability of the FCII method was validated by the high success inference rate. 

In addition, the effectiveness of the FCII method was validated by its good performance of 

translating initial raw context measurements to fuzzy context statuses and inferring intentions that 
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are reasonably consistent with a human’s performance. In future work, we will focus on scaling 

up the FCII method to a larger number of ADL-related intentions, involving more objects and 

other context features. We will further explore the intention information provided by object 

affordances. Moreover, more experiments will be conducted to evaluate the FCII method in 

various scenarios. 
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CHAPTER 5  

REAL-WORLD SITUATION CONSIDERED FLEXIBLE PLANNING IN COOPERATIVE 

MANUFACTURING 

A paper published on Knowledge-based Systems7 

Rui Liu8 and Xiaoli Zhang9 

5.1. Abstract 

It is critical for advanced manufacturing machines to autonomously execute a task by 

following an end-user’s natural language (NL) instructions. However, NL instructions are usually 

ambiguous and abstract so that the machines may misunderstand and incorrectly execute the task. 

To address this NL-based human-machine communication problem and enable the machines to 

appropriately execute tasks by following the end-user’s NL instructions, we developed a Machine-

Executable-Plan-Generation (exePlan) method. The exePlan method conducts task-centered 

semantic analysis to extract task-related information from ambiguous NL instructions. In addition, 

the method specifies machine execution parameters to generate a machine-executable plan by 

interpreting abstract NL instructions. To evaluate the exePlan method, an industrial robot Baxter 

was instructed by NL to perform three types of industrial tasks {“drill a hole”, “clean a spot”, 

“install a screw”}. The experiment results proved that the exePlan method was effective in 

generating machine-executable plans from the end-user’s NL instructions. Such a method has the 

promise to endow a machine with the ability of NL-instructed task execution. 

____________________________________________________________ 

7Reprinted with permission of International Journal of Advanced Robotics Systems, 2018. 

8Primary researcher and author, graduate student, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of 

Mines. 
9Author for correspondence, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of 

Mines. 
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As Figure 5.1 shows, the exePlan method transfers NL instructions (input) into machine task 

execution plans (output). The exePlan method includes three critical steps: instruction 

disambiguation, instruction interpretation, and plan executability assessment. Instruction 

disambiguation conducts task-centered semantic analysis on NL instructions to extract task-related 

information including task goal, sub-goals, and execution logic relations. Instruction interpretation 

generates machine-executable plans from abstract task-related information by specifying MESs 

for each sub-goal and organizing the sub-goals into a logic-based plan. The main types of MES 

parameters include working-spot locations, working-spot statuses, action sequences, tool usages, 

and operation preconditions. A logic-based plan represents a reasonable execution procedure in a 

weighted logic manner. Executability assessment checks feasibility of generated sub-goals, sub-

goal transitions, and the MES availability in the practical situations, enabling the plan to be 

machine-executable. 

 

Figure 5.1 Framework for the exePlan method. With the exePlan method, NL instructions are 

translated into machine executable plans. MES denotes machine-executable specifications, and 

MLN denotes the markov logic network representation 
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5.2. Flexible Planning For Adapting To Situation Varieties 

5.2.1. Introduction 

Human-machine collaborative manufacturing combines human intelligence on high-level task 

planning and the robot physical capability (e.g., precision and speed) on low-level task execution 

[110]. Toward this direction, intuitive and natural communication between the human and the 

machine has been an active research area in the last decade with the goal to enable seamless 

human-machine cooperation [40][44]. Natural-Language-instructed human-machine interaction is 

expected to enable an advanced manufacturing machine, such as a Computer Numerical Control 

machine or an industrial robot, to autonomously perform tasks such as rough/fine finishing 

[111][112], assembly [40][113] and packaging [35][114] according to the end-user’s NL 

instructions, which are given based on the user’s judgement of the task progress and environmental 

situations. Compared with other input methods, including human hand force [115][116], hand 

gesture [117][118], and body motions [92][119][120][121], the NL instruction method has two 

main advantages. First, NL instruction provides a natural, human-like, face-to-face communication 

manner. Non-expert users without prior programming training could command a machine to 

perform their desired tasks [47][122]. Second, the inherent linguistic structure of NL, as a 

predefined information encoder, provides a standard, informative data source to generate 

structured machine language [123][124]. In contrast, the aforementioned existing methods require 

extra translations among discrepant data patterns. These two advantages make NL a superior 

means for the end-user to naturally and efficiently communicate with manufacturing machines. 

Currently, typical industrial applications involving NL include NL-based control in which the 

working statuses such as “on/off” and “quickly/slowly” are selected orally to control a machine in 
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navigation [44][45], NL-based task execution in which the task operation methods such as “goTo 

+ Location; then drop + object” is described orally to help a machine with object finding/placing 

[38][46], and NL-based execution personalization in which human’s preferences and moods in 

oral dialogs were considered to adjust a machine’s execution manners [125][126]. 

However, there is still a long way to apply NL-instructed machines in practical manufacturing 

applications. First, NL is variable and ambiguous. NL is usually polysemous, homophonic and 

expression-manner diverse so that the same meaning could be expressed in various ways, and 

different meanings could be expressed in similar ways [35][127]. For example, “drill a hole” could 

be expressed as “bore one hole”, “drilling one bore”, “create an unthreaded hole”, and so on [128]. 

In addition, humans usually use referring, outlining, and omitting in NL instructions [38][129]. 

For example, in an instruction “at the center point”, information such as “which object in which 

place has the center point” cannot be known merely from a word ‘the’ [128]. It is challenging to 

extract task-related information such as task goals and detailed execution procedures from NL 

instructions. Second, human instruction is abstract [46][130]. Even when a complete execution 

procedure for a task is instructed, the generated plan is still non-executable for a machine. For 

example, the abstract instructions ‘clean the surface’ are still machine-non-executable for that the 

execution-related specific knowledge such as “tool: brush; action: moveDown → sweep → 

moveUp; ...” is missing [128]. In addition to specific-knowledge missing, a reasonable and flexible 

knowledge structure, which is implicitly embedded in NL descriptions to guide correct task 

execution, is difficult to extract [131][132]. By obeying the human instructions, one task could be 

flexibly executed by several methods, which were formulated according to an individual’s 

cognitive logics [133][134]. However, usually these cognitive logics in NL instructions are 

difficult to understand as to a machine, for that literal information directly extracted from NL 
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instructions is insufficient to explain the logics [40][135]. Taking the task “deliver a drink” as an 

example, the potential methods could either be “fetch a cup + fill the cup with water + place it on 

table” or “place a cup on the table + fill cup with water”. The logics such as {CupAvailability(yes) 

^ WaterAvailability(yes) → CupBeingFilledFeasibility(yes)} behind the task executions have not 

been described explicitly in NL instruction while these logics are important in deciding what kind 

of procedures are feasible and reasonable in execution and in assessing whether a task could be 

executable or not. It is challenging for a machine to perform a task without knowing the task-

related logics. 

To address these problems and enable NL-instructed manufacturing in practical industrial 

tasks, we developed a machine-executable-plan-generation (exePlan) method to “translate” the 

ambiguous and abstract NL instructions into machine-executable plans. In this paper, we mainly 

have two contributions, shown as follows. 

A task-centered semantic analysis method is developed for processing ambiguous NL 

instructions into task-related information including task goal, sub-goals, and execution logic 

relations. Instead of using basic linguistic features such as keywords/Part-of-Speech(PoS), the 

task-related semantic features, such as actions/tools/execution logics were considered to extract 

the task-related information from ambiguous NL instructions. 

A machine-execution-specification method is developed for interpreting abstract human 

instructions into machine-executable plans. With this method, each abstract sub-goal in the NL 

instruction is firstly specified into an executable sub-goal by adding the machine-execution 

specification (MES) parameters such as location, action, and human requirements. Then a 

machine-executable plan is specified by exploring the weighted logic relations among the task-

related execution procedures. Different from the first-order logic in which all the logic relations 
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are inviolable and plans using first-order logic have binary executability {executable, non-

executable}, weighted logic relations could be violable with a corresponding weighted decrease of 

plan executability and the plans using weighted logics have a range of acceptable executability. A 

plan is flexibly made by organizing reasonable logic procedures with the executability greater than 

a threshold value. 

5.2.2. exePlan Methodology  

5.2.2.1. Instruction Disambiguation 

Initial natural language processing (NLP) is conducted for processing NL instructions into 

hierarchical syntax trees with linguistic features such as words, PoS tags, word dependencies, and 

independent sentences. First, English oral instructions are recognized as text corpus by the speech 

recognition tool SpeechRecognition [136]. Second, text corpus is split into independent sentences, 

words, PoS tags and dependences by using the NLP tool Stanford CoreNLP [124]. Then word 

normalization is conducted to normalize the interested keywords such as “drilling, drills and drill” 

to unified morphologies such as ‘drill’. Unified formats of the linguistic features are for preparation 

of feature-based semantic analysis. Last, based on the linguistic features, sentence structures are 

analyzed by generating the hierarchical syntax tree, shown in Figure 5.2 with {root: sentence root, 

dobj: direct object dependency, nomd: norm modifier dependency, amod: adjectival modifier, 

case: case dependency, det: determiner dependency, VB: verb, NN: noun, DT: determiner, JJ: 

adjective, IN: preposition}. 

Task-centered semantic analysis aims to identify task-related entities such as execution sub-

goals and sub-goals’ logic relations indicated by ambiguous NL instructions. A task-centered 

feature space is designed by using both the basic linguistic features {keyword (w), PoS (pos), word 

dependencies (wd), general words’ PoS dependencies (posd)} and the task-related semantic 
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features {task-related keyword (KW), previous/next sub-goal (preSubg/nextSubg), previous/next 

noun of a task-related entity (preN/nextN), previous/next word of a task-related entity 

(preW/nextW), dependency of the task-related keywords (KWD), task-related keywords’ PoS 

dependency (posD), dependency of the task-related norn (NND), and task-related context 

(context)}. By projecting the NL instructions into this task-centered feature space and performing 

classifications, sub-goals in an instructed execution plan are identified. Then based on the 

identified sub-goals, logic transition relations among the sub-goals are detected according to their 

involvement sequence. Taking the instruction “Drill a hole at the board center. Then clean the dust 

with the brush.” as an example, the sub-goal “clean” is identified by using features {KW: clean, 

pos: VB, KWD: clean+dust, posD: dobj(VB+NN), preSubg:(drill), context: (dust, brush)}. Then 

based on the sub-goals’ temporal sequence in human instructions, the logic transition 

“drill→clean” is detected, shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Syntax analysis for the sentence “Drill a hole. Then clean the dust with a brush.” 
Sentence structure is analyzed based on the linguistic features including sentence root, words, PoS 

tags and word dependencies. 
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Keywords for the task-related entities are defined in the local database. When keywords are 

detected in NL instructions, semantic analysis is triggered for knowledge extraction. Given that 

the amount of the text corpus is potentially large and the desired output predictions (sub-goals 

involved in task plans) are multiple, a semi-supervised multi-class Support Vector Machine 

algorithm (smSVM) [137] is adopted. A semi-supervised classification method merely needs a 

small amount of labeled samples (usually 1%~5% of the total samples) for classifier training [132]. 

During the semi-supervised training, new features are learned for better entity-extraction 

performances. The detailed process of the smSVM-supported entity detection is shown in 

Algorithm 1. First, by using the manually labeled sentence vectors (P , Q ), a classifier h for an 

entity is initially trained. (P , Q ) is represented by ( : , : ), where  denotes the k-th feature 

vector of a sentence in human instructions and  denotes the corresponding entity label. Second, 

the initially-trained classifier h is adopted to classify testing samples + :  into label + :  one 

by one. After a classification for a single sentence, the classified sample ( + , + ) is used to 

update the existing training sample set into a new set T, based on which the classifier h is updated. 

In the new training process, new semantic features for a type of classification are collected to 

improve the classifier’s performance. The core algorithm for smSVM is shown in equations 5.1 

and 5.2. wsm is the weight for an input feature vector, �  denotes the acceptable classification 

error, and C is the tradeoff parameter balancing error and margin. The slop value ∗  and the 

intercept value ∗  are solved by a quadratic programming (QP) solver [138] and they define an 

optimal hyperplane to conduct classification for extracting the task-related entity . 

 min ||wsm|| + C ∑ ��=  (5.1) 

 = { ∗ � · + ∗ } (5.2) 
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Figure 5.3 Task-centered entity detection for identifying sub-goal “clean a hole”. 

 

5.2.2.2. Instruction Interpretation 

An abstract sub-goal is interpreted into an executable operation by specifying the 

corresponding MES parameters. A complete MES consists of operation preconditions (precon), 

working spot locations (loc), action sequence (act), tool usages (tool), and human requirements 

(req), shown in Figure 5.4. The MES parameters are hard constraints for a sub-goal that only when 

all the hard constraints are satisfied, a sub-goal is executable with interpretation value 1; otherwise 

the interpretation value is 0. As shown in equation 5.3,  denotes a MES parameter for sub-

goal i of task j, n is the total number of MES parameters for sub-goal i, and  denotes the 

binary executability for the i-th sub-goal. In the practical implementation process, NL instructions 

specify some MES parameters, and the interpretation module recommends the remaining MES 

parameters. 

 

Figure 5.4 Sub-goal interpretation by machine execution specifications (MES) 
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Algorithm I Semi-supervised Task-related Entity Detection 

Abbreviations: sentence vector p, sentence label q, sentence vector set 

P, entity label set Q, entity feature function φ 

Input: labeled sentences ( , )={( : , : )}, unlabeled sentences = { + : }, testing sentences = { :} 

Output: classifier h, labeled sentence set T and precision 

 

Let training set T=( , ), classifier ℎ  with SVM, where arg max ℎ (φ )=  

classifier h=ℎ  

for ∈  do 

        features = �  

        new label =arg max  h(z ) 

        new training set T←T+( , ) 

        Training new classifier h: arg max h(� ))=  

end for 

precision =  proportion of correctly predicted labels in total predicted 

labels 

return h, T, precision 

 ∀ ,   [ ⋀ ���=� → �� �   ]                                                        (5.3) 

 

An execution workflow is the machine-executable task procedure consisting of each 

executable sub-goal generated from the previous step. The generation of this workflow relies on 

the task-centered cognitive logics that are learned from NL instructions. These logics are the key 

to enable the exploration of the operation correlations among the task sub-procedures given 

specific environmental conditions and human preferences. The task-centered logic framework is 

modeled by a Markov Logic Network (MLN) algorithm [139][140] (shown in equation 5.4). In 

this algorithm, each sub-goal and sub-goal transition are expressed as logic clauses  with 

weighted contribution  towards task execution,  denotes the total number of clauses  which 

are satisfied by the real-world condition x, the clause set is denoted by ℱ, and z is the total number 
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of all the possible worlds of grounding the logic clauses with the real-world condition x. Different 

from hard constraints in first-order logic, soft constraints in a MLN describe the contribution of 

logic relations in a weighted manner, making the task execution flexible. This means, if some 

human-instructed logic transitions are inconsistent with the pre-trained logic transitions, the task 

is still likely to be executable with a lower value of executability, instead of being non-executable., 

including all logic clauses. A potential executable plan is generated by combining the grounded 

logic clauses according to human instructions. The optimal execution plan is the logic flow with 

the maximum weight accumulation. A sample MLN logic flow for the task “drill→clean” is shown 

in equation 5.5. The corresponding execution feasibility is calculated by equation 5.6, where the 

numbers denote the corresponding contributions of the logic formulas “Drill, TransitionFeasible, 

Clean” towards the task “drill→clean”. Task “drill→clean” is executable only when its significant 

logics “drill is executed (Drill), clean is executed (Clean), and transition among drill and clean is 

feasible (TransitionFeasible)” are satisfied, the task is executable with the executability 0.9. 

 = =  �x� (∑ ∈ℱ ) (5.4) 

Drill( )^TransitionFeasible( , )^Clean( )⇒Task( , ) (5.5) 

                0.3+0.3+0.3⇒0.9 (5.6) 

 

The most likely execution plan could be made by mapping the human-instructed procedure 

into MLN structures for different tasks and selecting the most reasonable procedure with the 

greatest execution feasibility. Execution planning is formally expressed by equation (7). As Figure 

5.5 shows, the green plan is the mapped human-described plan for a specific task. 

Learning the MLN representation for a task’s execution includes two steps. The first step is 

defining the logic formulas for a task execution by domain experts. Detailed formula definitions 
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are shown in section 4.1 task knowledge collection, Table 5.1. The second step is adopting a 

Structural Support Vector Machine (SSVM) method [140] to learn the formula involvements and 

their corresponding weights given a task. SSVM is good at learning complex structures, which are 

constructed by knowledge entity involvements and their weights [141][142]. In this paper given 

each task, each sub-goal only needs to be involved once to meet the basic execution requirements 

of a task.  in equation 5.7 is represented as feature function � ,  which means when a logic 

clause is true the feature function value is 1, otherwise 0. With real-world constraints, the weight 

learning problem of the MLN is formulized as a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem in which 

the optimal weights are solved to achieve the maximum mutual task differences. A SSVM aims to 

learn two important aspects of the MLN representation, logic formula involvements and their 

weights. Logic formulas for sub-goal transitions are defined by human experts and extracted by 

the task-centered semantic analysis. In MLN learning, our objective is to learn the optimal MLN 

structure S: →  (training samples (x, y) ∈ × ), based on which the most executable 

plan  (output) is predicted from NL-instructed task knowledge  (input) with the smallest error. 

= a�g   �x� ∑ ,∈ℱ  

= a�g  ∑ ,∈ℱ                                          (5.7) 

Given that a plan’s executability is accumulated from the products of feature involvements 

and their weights, equation 5.4 could be simplified into a discriminant function , shown in 

equation 5.8 where W is a weight matrix ℛ  and � is the feature function expressed by x and y. 

Then the MLN learning aims to find the weights W for minimizing the prediction error of equation 

5.7. This weight learning problem could be formulized as a 1-slack SSVM problem and solved by 

an efficient cutting plane method [141], formulized by the objective function in equation 5.9, 
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where C denotes the trade-off parameters between the error � and the margin W. equation 5.10 

denotes the constraint for the cutting-plane optimization problem to ensure that the discriminative 

value of the correct prediction  is greater than the discriminative value of the incorrect 

predictions ̅ . To simplify the learning process, the calculation is only conducted between the 

correctly-predicted task  and the most-executable incorrectly-predicted task ̅ , defined by 

equation 5.11. ∆ , ̅  is the loss function, which is defined as the executability difference 

between tasks    ̅ . 

 

Figure 5.5 MLN-based execution plan representation. Each circle denotes a logic clause (or 

execution sub-goal). Lines among circles denote logic relations among sub-goals. Green line 

denotes the machine-selected optimal execution plan, where “start” denotes the first execution step 
and “end” denotes the final execution step. With a MLN, execution steps’ logic relations and their 
contributions towards task executability are described. 

 

 

 , = �� ,  (5.8) 

 = min,�≥ � + � (5.9) 

 s.t. ∀ , , …, ) ∈ , � ∑ � , −=� , ̅ ∑ ∆ , ̅ −=  � 

(5.10) 
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 ̅ = a�gmaxy∈{ , ,… } �Ψ , y +∆ , y  (5.11) 

5.2.2.3. Executability Assessment 

To make the human-instructed plan executable in practical situations, executability for sub-

goals, sub-goal transitions and MES availabilities were assessed. If the MES is incomplete or the 

overall execution likelihood is lower than a threshold ∂ , the task is non-executable and the 

instruction interpretation process is triggered to make the involved sub-goals executable by filling 

in the missing MES parameters; otherwise the task will be executed. After interpretation, if the 

executability is still lower than the threshold ∂ , a human instructor will be notified of the 

execution failure. 

5.2.3. Evaluation 

To evaluate exePlan’s effectiveness in generating machine-executable plans, an advanced 

machine, the humanoid robot Baxter, was instructed to execute three types of tasks {drill, clean, 

install} at three different locations {center spot, upper-right spot, bottom-right spot} in a lab 

environment. The experiment platform was set up as shown in Figure 5.6, where a human 

instructor orally commanded a robot to execute tasks on 3 targeted points on a working surface. 

The available tools included a microphone, a Kinect sensor, a brush, a screwdriver, and a driller. 

The detailed human-robot interaction process is described in the caption of Figure 5.6. The three 

types of tasks {drill, clean, install} were assigned by the instructor based on his execution and 

expression habits. Depending on different task situations and different instructors, the NL 

instructions could vary, such as {clean a spot, drill a hole, install a screw, drill a hole → clean the 

dust, install a screw → clean the dust, drill a hole → install a screw, drill a hole → install a screw 

→ clean the dust, drill a hole → clean the dust → install a screw, …}. Therefore, due to their 

variability, these three types of tasks were selected to evaluate the effectiveness of the exePlan to 
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generate machine-executable plans in NL-based human-machine interaction. 

With the above-mentioned experiment setup, we aimed to evaluate two main aspects of our 

exePlan method. First, the accuracy of task-related information extraction evaluated the 

effectiveness of instruction disambiguation. Second, the plan identification accuracy and plan 

executability evaluated the effectiveness of instruction interpretation. 

5.2.3.1. Task Knowledge Collection 

To collect the MLN-based task knowledge for machines’ executions, 800 volunteers were 

recruited on the crowdsourcing website Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [143] to give 2400 

copies of NL instructions (about 4100 task-related sentences) for executing the three types of tasks 

mentioned in prior experiment setup. Two types of questions were asked in the instruction 

collection process. One type of questions was at the overall plan level, such as “For instructing a 

robot to perform the task ‘install a screw at the upper-right spot’, please give your step–by-step 

instructions”. The complete execution plan and some of the important execution parameters such 

as working spot location, necessary tools, and actions were provided by the volunteers. The second 

type of questions was at the MES level, such as “please describe the five types of MES parameters 

{location, actions sequence, tool usage, human requirement, working precondition} according to 

your expression habits”. In this question, different MES parameters and their various expression 

manners for the three tasks were collected. With these instructions, the MLN structure and the 

related MES parameters were learned to represent the targeted tasks. In both MES collection and 

implementation, MES parameters were detected by the related keywords, such as “screwdriver, 

screw drive, screwdrivers, …” for the tool “screwdriver” and “clean, cleans, sweep, sweeping, 

remove, …” for the action “clean”. 
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The likely logic formulas for MLN representations of the three types of tasks were defined by 

two expert volunteers, shown in Table 5.1. With these logics, a task was decomposed into small 

sub-goals. To finish a task, some of these goals must be achieved by satisfying the corresponding 

logics. The weights of these predefined clauses were learned by a SSVM to construct the MLN 

representations. These logic formulas consist of three basic execution steps {DrillHole, CleanSpot, 

InstallScrew} and their mutual logic transitions. Given that one task could be executed by multiple 

execution manners, MLN learning aims to learn the relative importance of the logic formulas given 

a task. The benefits of learning formulas’ relative importance is that some important formulas 

could be flexibly involved with the consideration of both their importance and internal logic 

relations in task planning, increasing task planning flexibility and accuracy. 

In the semi-supervised entity detection, classifiers for three basic formulas {DrillHole, 

CleanSpot, InstallScrew} were trained. To filter out the irrelevant instructions, a fourth type of 

basic formula “Other” was added to denote the instructions that donot include the three basic logic 

formulas. A set of 50 sentence samples are manually labeled as seed samples for initially training 

the classifiers. A set of 4000 unlabeled sentence samples was prepared for further training the 

classifiers. Another new set of 50 samples was manually labeled for evaluating the classifiers’ 

real-time performances during the semi-supervised learning process. After training, the top 20 

influential semantic features for the classifiers of the four formulas are shown in Figure 5.7. The 

influential features such as keywords “drill”, keyword dependency “make+hole” and next sub-

goal “clean” given a basic formulas such as “DrillHole” are reasonable according to our NL 

expression habits. 

Based on the trained classifiers of the three basic formulas {DrillHole, CleanSpot, 

InstallScrew} as well as the 2400 copies of NL instructions, the weights of the defined formulas 
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given each task were learned. The MLN representation for the three tasks is shown in Figure 5.8. 

The corresponding formula features and their weights for different tasks are shown in Figure 5.9. 

Taking the task type “install” as an example, the relative important logic formulas are 

“InstallScrew” and “transCI” which denote that “screw” and “cleaning the surface” are relatively 

important in finishing the “install” task. This result is consistent with our daily common sense. 

The collected MES parameters for the three basic formulas are shown in Table 5.2. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Experiment platform setup. With a microphone, the human instructor gave NL 

instructions to assign a task for the advanced machine, a Baxter robot. The location and surface 

status of the targeted working spot were identified by a Kinect sensor. By speech recognition 

conducted on a local computer, oral instructions were translated into text corpus, based on which 

the robot analyzed human instructions to understand the assigned task. Then with the semantic 

meaning analysis of the instruction as well as the real-world conditions, human instructions were 

interpreted into machine-executable plans. 
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(a) Drill                                                                 (b) Clean 

 
(c) Install                                                             (d) Other 

Figure 5.7 The top 20 influential semantic features of the entity-detection classifiers 

 

Table 5.1 Logic formulas and their definitions 

 

 

 

Formula Definition 

CleanSpot sub-goal clean is feasible 

DrillHole sub-goal drill is feasible 

InstallScrew sub-goal install is feasible 

tranCD sub-goal transition from clean to drill is feasible 

tranDC sub-goal transition from drill to clean is feasible 

tranCI sub-goal transition from clean to install is feasible 

tranIC sub-goal transition from install to clean is feasible 

tranDI sub-goal transition from drill to install is feasible 

tranID sub-goal transition from install to drill is feasible 
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5.2.3.2. Evaluation of Instruction Disambiguation 

A new set of 20 volunteers were recruited to instruct the Baxter robot in the lab environment 

in a two-step manner (shown in Figure 5.6). First, NLP was conducted offline to get an executable 

plan; then a robot executed this plan to validate its executability. This instruction disambiguation 

stage is our first step. Each of the volunteer was required to naturally describe three execution 

tasks for the robot before execution, shown in Figure 5.10. Supported by the exePlan method, the 

Baxter robot was able to understand task-related logics from the ambiguous human instructions. 

To evaluate the performances of the task-centered semantic analysis by using the exePlan method, 

an algorithm-level baseline was selected as Naïve Bayesian (NB) [144] which is efficient and 

classic in performing classification and a method-level baseline was selected as nonTC [35][145] 

which only considers the keyword-related features in semantic understanding. Accuracy of task-

related logic formula detection was used to evaluate exePlan’s effectiveness in understanding a 

task from the ambiguous NL instructions. Accuracy was assessed by precision and recall. Recall 

was calculated by the percentage of the machine-extracted entities in the overall involved entities. 

Precision was calculated by the percentage of correctly identified entities in the overall identified 

entities. As Table 5.3 shows, TC’s performance was good in both the SVM-based method and NB-

based method, with recall higher than 0.97 and precision higher than 0.96. The TC method 

consistently outperformed the nonTC method in both recall (greater than 0.03) and precision 

(greater than 0.02) under the support of either the SVM algorithm or NB algorithm. Both the good 

performance and the relative advantages proved the effectiveness of exePlan in instruction 

disambiguation. In addition, SVM-based TC outperformed NB-based TC, proving SVM was more 

suitable than NB in understanding various task expressions. The disambiguation samples of task-

related logic formulas are shown in Table 5.4. Based on keywords such as “remove”, the potential 
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sentences were located. Then based on the task-centered semantic analysis, the task-related sub-

goals such as “CleanSpot” in sentence “remove the dust in middle with a brush” were identified 

due to the linguistic features such as {key word: remove, dust; pos:vb, nn; …} and semantic 

features {MES action: remove; corresponding context: dust}; while the irrelevant sentences such 

as “wait, I need to remove the tools on the surface” were filtered out due to the semantic features 

{incorrect task context: tools, tools on surface}. 

 

Table 5.2 Machine Execution Specification (MES) details 

Formulas MES Types Detailed MES parameters 

 precondition (precon) spot dirty; after drilling 

 location (loc) upper-right; center; bottom-right 

CleanSpot action sequence (act) place→sweep/clean/rub→left 
 tool usages (tool) brush; air hose; cloth; rag; broom; sweeper 

 human requirements (req) sweep slowly; keep the unneeded tools away; sweep 

precisely 

 precondition (precon) point is clean; no hole exists; when human gives an 

order 

 location (loc) upper-right; center; bottom-right 

DrillHole action sequence (act) place→drill→left 
 tool usages (tool) driller, drilling arm, drilling machine 

 human requirements (req) slowly, keep away from unneeded tools, precisely 

 precondition (precon) a hole exists; no screw in hole. no unneccessary tool; 

hole size appropriate 

 location (loc) upper-right; center; bottom-right 

InstallScrew action sequence (act) take screw→place→install→left 
 tool usages (tool) screwdriver; screw; install machine 

 human requirements (req) firmly; slowly; make surface clean 
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Figure 5.8 MLN-based execution workflow representation. Each circle denotes a logic clause. 

Lines among circles denote logic relations among sub-goals. Green line denotes the machine-

selected optimal execution plan. Each sub-goal has a weight, serving as a soft constraint. Each 

MES parameter has an infinite weight, serving as a hard constraint. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 MLN formula weights for the three types of tasks “clean, drill, install”. For a type of 

task such as “drill”, different logic formulas {CleanSpot, DrillHole, InstallScrew, TranCD, 
TranDC, TranCI, TranDI, TranID} contribute to the task executability with different weights 

{0.009， 0.243， 0.077， 0.169， 0.126， 0.104， 0.165， 0.108， 0.002}. The formulas “drill 
a hole (DrillHole), transition from ‘clean’ to ‘drill’ (transCD)” are relatively important for a “drill” 
task. 
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Table 5.3 Performance of the exePlan in instruction disambiguation 

TC: task-centered semantic analysis method. non-TC: non-task-centered semantic analysis 

method. 

 

Table 5.4 Disambiguation samples of task-related logic formulas 

 

5.2.3.3. Work Plan: Evaluation of Instruction Interpretation and Executability Assessment 

Based on the extracted task-related logic formulas in instruction disambiguation, instruction 

interpretation was conducted by using exePlan to “translate” abstract NL instructions into 

machine-executable plans. Using these plans, the Baxter robot executed the instructor-assigned 

tasks. To evaluate the performance of the machine-execution-specification method included in 

exePlan, a baseline method was selected as Literally Interpretation method (“LI” for short), which 

was implemented in recent research of NL-based human-robot interactions [35][145]. In the LI 

method a plan was interpreted by literally understanding NL instructions, and the plan type was 

identified by strictly following human instructions in a first-order logic manner. For example, 

 SVM NB 

 TC nonTC TC non-TC 

precision recall precision recall precision recall precision recall 

CleanSpot 0.95 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.85 1.00 

DrillHole 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.90 0.88 1.00 0.83 0.89 

InstallScrew 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.98 1.00 0.85 0.92 0.76 

tranCD 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.97 1.00 0.89 0.95 

tranDC 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.88 0.97 1.00 0.88 0.95 

tranCI 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.93 0.89 0.88 

tranIC 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.89 0.88 

tranDI 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 

Average 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.89 0.89 

 Sub-goals NOT Sub-goals 

CleanSpot Remove the dust in middle with a 

brush. 

Wait, I need to remove the tools on the 

surface. 

DrillHole At the bottom-right corner drill a hole. Eh, the drill is missing. 

InstallScrew Then install a screw at the created 

hole. 

First I will install a drill on your arm. 
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drill→clean denotes task type “clean”. MES detection in this baseline method was keyword-based. 

Different from the LI method with literally task understanding, the exePlan method classified the 

plan type first and then selected the appropriate MES parameters for each logic formulas included 

in the identified plan. Each method’s performance of instruction interpretation was assessed by 

identification precision/recall and MES/plan interpretation accuracy. 

In plan identification, recall was calculated by the percentage of correctly-identified plans in 

all the volunteer-instructed plans. Precision was calculated by the percentage of correctly-

identified specific-type plans in all the predicted specific-type plans. As Table 4 shows, exePlan’s 

performance was good with an average precision of 0.93 and recall of 0.95. It outperformed the LI 

method by recall of 0.26 and precision of 0.28, proving the effectiveness of exePlan in identifying 

the task type. 

In MES/plan interpretation evaluation, both the MES mapping accuracy and executable-plan 

proportion were calculated. MES mapping recall denoted the percentage of correctly-extracted 

MES in all the instructed MES and MES mapping precision denoted the percentage of correctly-

extracted MES in all the extracted MES. Executable plan proportion denoted the percentage of the 

machine-executable plans after the plan interpretation. The executability threshold ∂  of the 

generated plan was 0.5, only greater than which a plan could be considered as machine-executable. 

As Table 5 shows, in both interpretation methods, MES mapping accuracy was good while the 

exePlan outperformed the LI method by precision of 0.3 and recall of 0.15, proving both the 

keyword-based method and the classification-based method could accurately find the available 

MES parameters. For the executable plan proportion, exePlan’s performance was good and largely 

outperformed the LI method. The big difference in executable-plan generation could be explained 

by that usually in NL instructions due to the instructor’s expression habits, some crucial MES 
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parameters were missing. Even if all the mentioned MES parameters could be identified 

accurately, the generated plan was still machine-non-executable without instruction interpretation. 

The better performance in MES mapping and machine-executable plan generation proved that 

exePlan was effective in instruction interpretation. 

The purpose of designing an executability assessment module is to detect non-executable 

plans and sub-goals. The detection accuracy depends on the threshold setting. Therefore, in the 

evaluation of the executability assessment module, only two general aspects were assessed: 1). the 

necessity of checking plan/sub-goal executability. 2). the effectiveness of checking plan/sub-goal 

executability. Based on the literal interpretation method that generated plans/sub-goals based on 

the information literally contained in the NL instructions, only 3% of the plans are executable. 

 

Table 5.5 Plan identification accuracy 
 

Literally 

Interpretation 

exePlan 

Interpretation 

 precision recall precision recall 

Drill 0.80 0.47 0.95 0.92 

Clean 0.25 1.00 0.87 1.00 

Install 0.96 0.55 0.96 0.92 

Average 0.67 0.67 0.93 0.95 

 

 

Table 5.6 Performance of MES/plan interpretation 
 

Literally Interpretation exePlan Interpretation 

 MES Mapping Executable-

Plan 

Proportion 

MES Mapping Executable-

Plan 

Proportion 

 precision recall precision recall 

Drill 0.94 0.75 0.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 

Clean 1.00 0.88 0.00 1.00 0.93 0.92 

Install 0.91 0.85 0.08 0.98 0.98 0.92 

Average 0.95 0.83 0.03 0.98 0.97 0.95 
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Figure 5.10 Machine-executable plan generation. NL instructions, such as “please drill a hole at 
the middle, install a screw. Keep the surface clean” were recognized. With semantic analysis, sub-

goals of the task were disambiguated as “drill, install, clean”. Then the human-assigned task was 

interpreted as a machine-executable plan “drill →install →clean”. Each sub-goal was specified 

with the execution parameters such as “action sequence, location, tool usage, precondition, human 

requirements”. The feasibility of each sub-goal transition was assessed by checking the MES 

availability of the two sequential sub-goals. 

 

After being assessed by the executability module and launching the plan/sub-goal 

interpretation, the proportion of executable plans was increased to 95%. This significant increase 

proved that the module was necessary and effective in detecting the non-executable plans/sub-

goals. 
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5.2.4. Conclusions & Future Work 

In this paper, we have developed an exePlan method to generate machine-executable plans 

from ambiguous and abstract NL instructions. Two main problems have been solved. One is 

understanding of ambiguous instructions. To solve this problem, a task-centered semantic analysis 

method was developed. By understanding NL instructions given by 20 volunteers to an advanced 

Baxter robot, the effectiveness of semantic analysis of the exePlan method was validated. The 

second problem is interpretation of abstract NL instructions. To make the abstract task instruction 

executable by a machine, a machine-execution-specification method was developed to map the 

abstract NL instructions with the correct execution plan and the detailed MES parameters. By 

interpreting the abstract task instructions into machine-executable plans in the experiments, the 

effectiveness of this interpretation method was validated. 

Note that, to simplify the experimental evaluation, real-world environmental sensing and 

understanding were simplified as binary sensing input patterns such as hole existing (true) and 

screw existing (false). As such, our method could focus on evaluating the executability of the 

generated flexible plan, with a given specific environmental situation. For future work, with the 

implementation of real-time environmental sensing and understanding, our method will be able to 

support real-time interactive NL-instructed executions. In future work, focus will be placed on 

knowledge mapping from NL instruction to the real world by considering more constraints such 

as human/environmental factors, further making our exePlan practical. 
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CHAPTER 6  

LOW-COST AND LARGE-SCALE ROBOT KNOWLEDGE COLLECTION 

A paper published on Knowledge-based Systems10 

Rui Liu11 and Xiaoli Zhang12 

6.1. Abstract 

Human-centered situation, which describes the surrounding world of a person, indicates his 

undergoing activities. Understanding of human-centered situations helps an assistive robot with 

its decision making. Existing methods, such as learning from human demonstration, are 

economically expensive, time-consuming, and have limited scalability. To address this problem, 

we developed a web-to-situation (W2S) method with which web natural descriptions are grounded 

into human-centered situations in a context-specific manner. By comparing the learned knowledge 

from the web and the survey, we proved that W2S is effective in extracting reliable knowledge in 

an efficient and low-cost manner. By implementing the W2S-retrieved knowledge in 60 web-

collected situations and 60 real life situations, we proved that W2S is effective in situation 

understanding. Given that the web contains huge amounts of information, W2S is expected to 

effectively scale up a robot’s knowledge. 

The W2S’s framework is shown in Figure 6.1. Input of this method is the web natural 

descriptions which likely depict the targeted human-centered situations. The output is the 

knowledge of the grounded human-centered situations. In web description collection, natural 

language descriptions about situations such as “drink” and “dish washing” are collected from 
____________________________________________________________ 

10Reprinted with permission of Knowledge-Based Systems, 2018. 

11Primary researcher and author, graduate student, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of 

Mines. 
12Author for correspondence, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Colorado School of 

Mines. 
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application-related websites such as wikiHow. The piecemeal knowledge, such as “drink could be 

expressed as {drink, drinking, drunk, drinks}” and “drink is related to container cup”, is collected 

from conceptNet5 and WordNet. In web information retrieval, the collected text corpus is initially 

processed to get the linguistic features such as words, Part-of-Speech (PoS) tags, and sentence 

structures. Then the advanced information extraction process is conducted to collect situation-

related knowledge. In situation modeling, a hierarchical model is learned from the retrieved 

knowledge. The situation representation module integrates all the situation features, including 

human-involved activities, human-operated objects, human-surrounding environmental context, 

and the mutual feature relations. To learn the situation model, instead of using a plane knowledge 

structure that only emphasizes feature involvement but ignores feature relations, a hierarchical 

structure supported by an undirected graphical model such as a Markov Random Field (MRF) [146] 

is adopted to learn both feature involvements and feature dependencies for representing the human-

centered situations. In this paper MRF is adopted for that it is effective at modeling the 

dependencies among features in a concise way [84][146][147]. A learning algorithm such as 

Structural Support Vector Machine (SSVM) is used to learn the MRF structure by generating 

representative situation features and their corresponding weights. The SSVM algorithm is good at 

building complex knowledge structure [141][142]. 

6.2. Robot Knowledge Of Human-Centered Situation 

Humans’ surrounding world, including surrounding objects and environmental conditions, is 

defined as “human-centered situation” (“situation” for short), which indicates what a human is 

doing. For example, when a person is in the kitchen, standing near a coffeepot and grasping a cup, 

it is likely that he is preparing a drink (defined as “drink” situation) [60][148]. Understanding of 

human-centered situations is essential for robot assistance in daily life [149]. 
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Currently, some research has been finished for human-centered situation understanding. 

Scene-setting knowledge like “cup is in the kitchen” was predefined to describe human-involved 

situations for robots [150]. Activity-related situation knowledge like “handshaking” was learned 

from human demonstrations in either a one-way manner (a human teaches, and a robot observes) 

[2] or a two-way manner (a robot observes and meanwhile interacts with a human) [151]. Social 

manners in a human-involved situation were learned by using crowdsourced surveys [152][153]. 

Though these methods effectively collect the robots’ knowledge and support their 

understanding towards human-centered situations, their practical applications for human behavior 

understanding encounter two challenges. First, the existing knowledge collection manners are 

expensive, time-consuming, and cannot easily scale up to cover a large number of human activities. 

Collecting a large amount of knowledge by predefinition, demonstration, or through a 

crowdsourced survey is with high costs of labor, money, and time [154][155], which constrain the 

knowledge scale [156]. Second, the learned situations are not truly human-centered because the 

human factor is inadequately considered, leading to inaccurate situation understanding. In a 

human-centered situation, human factor is an important component since it determines the human-

situation interaction manner and interaction type (the undergoing activity) [92][157]. The 

consideration of only scene conditions (e.g., object location and object spatial relations) without 

exploring the human-scene relation (e.g., the object’s relative distance to the human) may cause 

unsatisfied situation understanding and robotic assistance [21]. 

Given the above problems, in this paper we developed a novel context-specific web-to-

situation (W2S) method in which a large amount of web natural descriptions were explored and 

grounded into human-centered situations. A human-centered situation in W2S means a human’s 

instant surrounding environment during an activity performance. Given that the Internet contains 
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a large number of natural descriptions about human-centered situations, it is possible for a robot 

to acquire human-centered knowledge for various situations. In addition, web descriptions could 

be obtained with a very low cost and be processed in a short time, especially when compared with 

learning from human demonstrations. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Framework of the web-to-situation (W2S) method. The whole web knowledge 

harvesting process starts from the observation of a situation in which a human is using some objects 

to perform an activity. Querying ConceptNet5 using the names of objects, the system can get the 

potential human activities based on semantic analysis of the web descriptions of objects’ usages. 
By using the potential activities as well as likely environmental cues, the wikiHow website is 

queried, and the text corpus that likely describes human-centered situations is collected. Then with 

information retrieval, the corpus is processed to extract the knowledge entities that are truly 

involved in a human-centered situation. With the third stage “human-centered situation modeling”, 
the object features, environmental context, their mutual relations, and their weighted influences 

are learned to build a situation model. 
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To consider human factors, our method includes four important factors, including undergoing 

human activity such as ‘drinking’, human-correlated environmental information such as “hot day” 

and “before a person’s bedtime”, human-correlated objects such as “cup in one’s hand”, and 

objects’ temporal/spatial relations such as object flow “cup → coffeepot” and “cup → in office”. 

The reason for exploring the environmental context is that context normally indicates or even 

triggers a human-centered situation [8][92]. For example, “in office” usually indicates a “work” 

situation, and ‘high room temperature’ usually triggers a ‘drink’ situation [2]. Exploration of object 

involvement is used because objects are the connection between the real world and a human’s 

mental plan. Furthermore, a human’s object operation directly describes the human-centered 

situations [74][158]. 

In our method, situation knowledge includes object/context involvement, object-object 

temporal relation, object-context co-appearance relation, and context-context co-appearance 

relation. They are mainly extracted from texts on the website wikiHow [159] and the open 

information databases ConceptNet5 [160] and WordNet [161]. WikiHow contains about 180,000 

activity-related scenario descriptions covering nearly every aspect of our daily life, which makes 

it a good information source for situation-related knowledge learning [156][162]. ConceptNet5 is 

a semantic network, which provides a large amount of relations among things in the real world 

[163][164]. WordNet is an English lexical database [165], and is usually used as knowledge 

support for robots to perform automatic text analysis [164]. In this paper, we aimed to validate the 

following hypotheses. 

1). This novel W2S method is effective in grounding web natural descriptions into human-

centered situations. With the grounded knowledge, human-centered situations could be effectively 

understood. 
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2). The influence of environmental context towards humans’ activities could be measured. 

The context involvements in situation representation could improve the accuracy of situation 

understanding.  

3). The proposed semantic analysis method could evaluate the situation-involvement degree 

of the knowledge entities (i.e., objects and environmental context) and their relations. Based on 

the involvement degree, the key features including objects, environmental context, and their 

mutual relations could be extracted to accurately represent a situation. 

6.3. Human-Centered Situation Modeling 

The observed situation facts are S={ , ,…, ; C , C , …, C }, where M is the number 

of observed objects, and N is the number of context features. Our objective is to model the accurate 

relations between human-centered situations {� , � , …, � } and the facts S. {� , � , …, � } are the 

potential situations brought by the observed facts. The input of this situation model is the situation 

feature vector , which is extracted from the situation facts S (the detailed extraction method is 

presented in section V). The output is the inferred situation � , which is the one with the largest 

probabilistic likelihood value, shown in equation 6.1. Likelihood f for the potential situation �  is 

computed by the discriminant function , � , which is parameterized by weights w.  

 � = a�gmax�∈{ , ,…, �} , �  (6.1) 

To model a human-centered situation, the MRF-based structure is defined as �=(V, E) where 

the log-linear node potentials V denotes entity features (e.g., the situation, involved objects, and 

context) and the pairwise edge potentials E denotes features of entities’ mutual relations. 

Correspondingly, the discriminant function  (equation 6.2) accumulates the probabilistic 

likelihoods from entity features V and entity relation features E. 
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( , � ) = +  (6.2) 

For a specific situation, let V  denote the set of all involved objects, V  denote the set of all 

involved environmental context, E  denote the set of all object-context co-appearance relations 

(e.g., an object and a context appear in a situation simultaneously), E  denote the set of all context-

context co-appearance relations (e.g., two types of context appear in a situation simultaneously), 

and E  denote the set of all the temporal object-object relations (e.g., a specific temporal order of 

two objects appear in a situation). Likelihood  contributed by the node potentials V is calculated 

by equation 6.3, in which ΨV  means the likelihood contributed by a specific type of nodes V  (V ∈{V , V }).ΨV  is calculated by the products of each node v’s weight w , qualification degree � ϵ{ , } (when a practical feature is qualified for a defined node v, �  is equal to 1; otherwise, it 

is 0) and situation label ϵ{ , } (when the node v is involved in situation � ,  is equal to 1; 

otherwise, it is 0). 

 =∑ ΨVV ∈V = ∑ ∑ ∈V �V ∈V  (6.3) 

Likelihood  contributed by the edge potentials E is calculated by equation 6.4, in which ΨE  

means the likelihood contributed by a specific type of edges E  (E ∈ {E , E , E }). ΨE  is 

calculated by the products of each edge e’s weight w , qualify degree �  ϵ{ , } (when a practical 

relation is qualified for a defined relation e in situation � , �  is equal to 1; otherwise, it is 0) and 

situation label  ϵ{ , }  (when the relation  is involved in situation � ,  is equal to 1; 

otherwise, it is 0). Given the likelihood terms, the discriminant function ( , � )  could be 

represented as equation 6.5. 

 =∑ ΨEE ∈E = ∑ ∑ w �e∈EE ∈E  (6.4) 

 ( , � ) = ∑ ∑ ∈V �V ∈V + ∑ ∑ w �e∈EE ∈E   (6.5) 
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6.4. Web Information Retrieval 

The detailed workflow of the information retrieval method is described in Figure 6.2. By using 

the natural language processing (NLP) module, situation-related knowledge is extracted from text 

descriptions on the instruction website wikiHow. First, based on a specific situation, web query is 

launched to search for behavior-related descriptions. Then a large amount of text corpus is 

retrieved as the information source. By using the NLP toolkits NLTK [166] and Stanford CoreNLP 

[124], text corpus is initially processed using the basic NLP methods introduced in 

[167][168][169]. In-depth semantic analysis is conducted to extract behavior-related features. Last, 

knowledge for describing a human-centered situation is generated. 

6.4.1. Behavior Description Collection 

The goal of this module is to collect the behavior descriptions from webpages. 

1). First Web Query for Potential Activity Generation 

Object-based Query. First, all the involved objects in a specific situation are used as seed 

tuples to query conceptNet5 once. The query language format is {object}. Then the concepts with 

specific types like {IsA, usedFor, RelatedTo, …} are analyzed for generating potential activities 

in which humans would use the involved objects. 

Word normalization. Usually different expressions refer the same thing, satisfying the same 

need for humans. For example, both “tap water” and “hot water” are “water”, both “coffee” and 

“juice’ are “beverage”, and all “water” and “beverage” belong to the same category “liquid”. 

Supported by the vocabularies, word definitions and synsets of WordNet as well as the “IsA” 

relations of conceptNet5, word normalization is performed to generate the hypernyms tree, shown 

in Figure 6.3. 
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Potential Activity Generation. To collect the potential activities given several objects, object-

related semantic ontologies need to be integrated into an ontology tree. As shown in Figure 6.4, 

the tree grows from the top to bottom. The top level is the input objects, the bottom level is the 

generated likely situation sets, and the middle level of the tree is the ontology term merging 

process, which is supported by the generated hypernyms tree and semantic similarity analysis. 

Object-related semantic ontologies are collected from WordNet’s synonyms and ConceptNet5’s 

relations like {IsA, usedFor, RelatedTo, …}. Semantic analysis is conducted by semantic 

similarity measurement, which aims to assess the meaning similarity between two ontology 

concepts. Based on the semantic similarity, various concepts are merged into limited human 

activities. In [170][171][172][173][174][175][176], the state-of-the-art method for semantic 

similarity measurement was introduced as the feature-based method. When the common 

subsumers between two different concepts could be directly matched or when the taxonomic 

structures of two different concepts could be partially matched, the two concepts’ similarity 

increases [177][178]. The cost function of the similarity is calculated by the proportion of matched 

concepts and structures, shown as equations. 6.6 and 6.7. S denotes the overall similarity of two 

different ontology concepts  and . d denotes the cost function.  denotes concept matching 

similarity,  denotes structure matching similarity, and they are calculated by the portion of 

matched conceptions among all the involved conceptions. �  and �  are parameters for weighting 

the influences of concept/structure matching.  denotes the number of the involved semantic 

features such as {verb similarity, norm similarity, PoS similarity, word dependency similarity}. 

 denotes the number of the comparable structure-pairs for the involved key words/conceptions. 

‘Relevant’ means the concepts are included by the type set {IsA, usedFor, RelatedTo, …}. 
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2) Second Web Query for Situation Description Collection 

The generated potential activities and the involved objects are used as the new seed tuples to 

query wikiHow. Each object-situation combination {object i, situation j} is queried once. By this 

round of query, the text descriptions of each situation can be collected from the top-ranked 

webpages. 

 ,  ={ ,  ℎ ,      
 

(6.6) 

 , = ∑ � ,= + ∑ � ,=  
(6.7) 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Common sense extraction pipeline. The web-querying is triggered by object-ID-related 

keywords. The input is the retrieved web corpus. The output is the piecemeal situation-related 

knowledge which are used for learning situation models in the next step. NLP module is the core 

part of W2S method, processing the retrieved corpus into linguistic features such as words, PoS 

tags and dependencies and then further processing the corpus into piecemeal situation-related 

knowledge. 
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Figure 6.3 Hypernyms tree. The hypernym relations have been summarized to merge the different 

NL expressions which are semantically similar. For example, ‘tap water’ and ‘juice’ are merged 
together given both of them are ‘drinkable liquid’. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 Potential situation generation. By using knowledge retrieved from ConceptNet5 as well 

as WordNet, situation merging is performed to generate potential situations such as “drink, Dwash, 
Measure Liguid and Hands washing, …” from object-ID-related words such as “cup, spoon, water, 
sink, …”. 

 

 

6.4.2. Situation-Related Information Extraction 

After collecting a large amount of text corpus from the web, the next step is to extract the 

human-centered knowledge from it. First, text corpus is initially processed. Then the topic of each 

article is analyzed to evaluate articles’ relevance to a situation. Lastly, situation-centered entities 

and relations are extracted.  
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1). Initial Text Processing 

Tokenization. Supported by NLP tool NLTK, natural text descriptions are split into a list of 

sentences and words with PoS Tags. To achieve a better tagging performance, a combined Ngram 

tagger is trained in which the tagger backoff chain is consisted with unigram tagger, bigram tagger, 

trigram tagger, and WordNet tagger. The advantage of the combined tagger is that it can tag a word 

by simultaneously considering the tags of the word itself and its previous words. Moreover, the 

untrained words can be tagged by referring WordNet’s synset database. 

Word Normalization. Supported by WordNet, the keywords are normalized to consistent 

morphologies. For example, “drink /drank /drunk /drinking” are normalized as “drink”. Word 

normalization is beneficial for entity/relation extraction (process detail is introduced in Section 

V.B.(2)). 

Syntax Analysis. Supported by Stanford CoreNLP, the sentence structure is analyzed by 

generating the hierarchical syntax tree to show the sentence structure and word dependencies, as 

shown in Figure 6.5. 

2). Topic Relevance Analysis 

Topic relevance is analyzed by a semantic similarity method, shown in Figure 6.6. The topic 

analysis of involved features is the same as that in potential situation generation (defined by 

equation (6) and (7)). With topic analysis, the topic relevance degree for each article is calculated. 

We assume the topic with the relevance degree greater than 0.6 is topic-relevant (“rele” for short); 

otherwise topic-irrelevant (“irre” for short). 

3). Objects and Environmental Context Extraction 

The goal is to extract the entities (e.g., human entity, environmental context, and objects) that 

contribute to a given human-centered situation. To accept entities as effective knowledge, their 
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involvement degrees for a specific human-centered situation are evaluated. An entity’s 

involvement degree is decided by the entity’s surrounding sentence context. Some sentence 

contexts are the evidence for an entity’s situation involvement while others are the evidence for its 

situation dissociation (defined as “feature polarity”). For example, in the sentence “Acidic fruit 

drinks include orange juice”, the object “juice” is considered as not being involved in the situation 

“drink”; however, in the sentence “drinking orange juice is good for your health”, the object 

“juice” is considered as being involved in the situation “drink”. Only when an entity is involved 

in a situation can it be accepted as a situation feature. 

 

Figure 6.5 Syntax analysis for the sentence ‘Drink a glass of water before bed’. 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Topic relevance analysis for web articles. With semantic feature analysis, the title “how 
to drink enough water” is identified as being relevant to situation “drink”. 
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Given the amount of corpus is usually huge, a semi-supervised classification method is 

adopted to detect the entities. The semi-supervised method only needs a small amount of manually 

labeled data (only 1%~5% of the total samples) to train the classifier for exploring the large amount 

of unlabeled data in a self-training manner. During the self-training procedure, new features can 

be added into the classifier for self-performance improvement. With this method, an entity’s 

context, including the word itself and its tag, previous word and its tag, previous verb/norm, next 

word/verb/norm, and dependency with the other keywords, are considered for object detection, 

shown in Figure 6.7. Given that an entity’s context consists of different levels of sentence feature, 

we assume these sentence features are mutually independent. Therefore, a Naïve Bayes algorithm 

is used as the classifier’s kernel function. 

As described in algorithm I, first, the entity classifier f is initially trained by manually labeled 

sentence vectors (P , Q ). (P , Q ) is equal to ( : , : ),  is a vector generated from a sentence 

and  is an entity label. Then the trained classifier f is used to detect labels + :  for testing 

samples + : . After each classification, the labeled data ( + , + ) is added to update the 

training sample set T and then new sample set T is used to train a new classifier f. During the new 

training process, new features for classification are generated to improve the classifier’s 

performance. With continuous training, new features are involved to improve the performance of 

classifier f. 

4). Object-Context Relation Detection 

The temporal and co-appearance relations among the entities are extracted. Only the entity 

relations in the topic-relevant articles are considered. For the topic irrelevant articles, as the activity 

realization process is not completely described, the relations between entities are ignored. 

Following a human’s operation sequence, the involved object flow is detected and temporal object-
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object interaction +  is segmented. As WikiHow provides the step-by-step instructions, 

objects and context that appear in the same step are considered to be with co-appearance relation. 

By integrating the situation features, the human-centered knowledge is represented as the 

hierarchical structure, shown in Figure 6.8. The structure describes the involvements and 

influences of {entities, relations} for a human-centered situation.  

A human-centered situation is modeled by equation 6.5 and identified by equation 6.1. 

Substituting the activity discriminant equation 6.5 into equation 6.1, we get the completed situation 

identification function equation 6.8. equation 6.9 lists constrains for the situation identification 

function. The formation of context/object interactions { , , } is based on the co-appearance 

of context/object { , }. Therefore, a relation’s label value is always less than the corresponding 

features’ label values, and the sum of situation feature pair { & , & , & } and 1. 

 

 � = a�gmax�∈{ , ,…, �} , �   

 = a�gmax�∈{ , ,…, �} ∑ ∑ ∈V �V ∈V + ∑ ∑ w �e∈EE ∈E  (6.8) 

∀ ,  min , , min( , ) ,min ,  

 

 +  +1, +  +1, +  +1 (6.9) 

 

A structural SVM (SSVM) is adopted to learn the feature weights w for the situation model in 

equation 6.10. For the SSVM-based learning method, the inputs are the activity training sets  

( , � ), …, ( , � ).  The loss function ∆ � , � ̅  is defined as equation 6.10, where �  means the 

incorrectly identified situation and �̂  is the ground truth situation. We use the weight vector w to 
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denote all the feature weights and combine the label value with the qualification degree as a new 

feature matching function Ψ , � . The concise version of equation 6.8 is expressed as 6.11. 

 

Algorithm I Semi-supervised entity detection  

Abbreviations: sentence vector p, sentence label q, sentence vector set P, 

entity label set Q,  entity feature function φ 

Input: labeled sentences (P , Q )={( : , : )}, unlabeled sentences ={ + : }, testing sentences = { :} 

Output: classifier f, labeled sentence set T= (P , Q ) and precision 

Let training set T=( P ,  Q ), learn classifier  where arg max 

(φ P )= Q  

classifier f=  

for ∈  do 

        features z = φ  

        new label =arg max  f(z ) 

        new training set T←T+( , ) 

        Training new classifier f: arg max f(φ T))= Q  

end for 

precision =  proportion of correctly predicted labels in total predicted 

labels 

return precision, f 

 

 

Figure 6.7 Entity detection. By considering features such as {keyword:glass, PoS: NN, 

dependencies with situation-related keyword “dobj”, …}, the entity “glass” is identified as an 
effective object involving in the situation “drink”. 
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Figure 6.8 Knowledge representation for a human-centered situation. The situation is activity-

based and object/context-involved. Context describes the environmental conditions for the whole 

situation or condition specifically for some objects. 

 

 

 ∆(� , �̂ ) = ∑ |∈V − ̂ | + ∑ |∈V� − ̂ |   (6.10) 

 � = a�gmax�∈{ ,,…, �} �Ψ , �  (6.11) 

 

With the constrains in equation 6.9, the weight learning problem is formulated as a convex 

quadratic program (QP) problem, shown in equation 6.12. equation 6.13 includes all constrains of 

this QP problem. To solve the QP problem, we adopted an efficient cutting plan algorithm in which � ̅  is calculated as equation 6.14. The learning strategy is to find the weights that could make the 

discriminate value of the correct prediction to be greater than the discriminate value of any of the 

incorrect predictions. From the algorithm perspective, we want to find the global minimum value 

for the objective function � + �, where C is the trade-off parameter between the error � and 
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margin . 

 min,� � + � 
 (6.12) 

s.t ∀ �̂ , … . , �̂ ∈ { , } � ∑ [Ψ , � −=Ψ , � ̅ ] ∆(� , �̂ ) − �  

(6.13) 

 � ̅ = a�gmaxI∈{ ,,…, �} �Ψ , � +∆ � , �  (6.14) 

6.5. Experiment  

Experiments were designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the W2S method in both 

generating the situation-related knowledge and understanding human-centered situations. In the 

current stage, we focused on developing an effective method for web-enabled knowledge 

collection, instead of for robot-involved knowledge implementation. 

6.5.1. Situation Knowledge Retrieval 

For likely activity generation in the initial web query, 32 typical daily-life-related objects were 

selected for query, shown in Table 6.1, row 1. With the method described in V.A (1), six of the 

most likely activities were selected, shown in Table 6.1, row 2. For the human-related 

environmental context, given every feature should be perceivable by the system, we mainly 

selected the measurable environmental features, such as temperature, humidity, light intensity, 

human’s activity status (e.g., “water intake is enough/not enough”), relative time with respect to a 

person’s habitual schedule (e.g.,  “before/during/after meal”), human-correlated-object location 

(e.g., “in kitchen/bathroom/dining room”), and so forth, shown in Table 6.1, row 3. 

For behavior description collection, the (activity, context/object) pairs based on the 6 likely 

activities, 32 objects, and 22 context features were used to query wikiHow. The first 40 webpages 
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for each query were collected as related natural descriptions. After automatically removing the 

repeated webpages, about 48,000 webpages in total were achieved. The topic relevance of each 

article was calculated by analyzing the semantic similarity of its title with the 6 selected activity 

topics. The average reasonability of the semantic similarity measurement is 0.81, which is 

subjectively assessed by an expert volunteer and calculated by the proportion of reasonable 

similar-relations among all the identified similar-relations. 

During the semi-supervised entity extraction process, for each activity-object/context pair, 

about 20 samples were labeled manually. To evaluate the accuracy of entity and entity relation 

detection, three volunteers were recruited to subjectively evaluate the correctness of the classified 

entities and relations. The percentage of correctly labeled entities/relations was considered as the 

performance of the semi-supervised information retrieval method. The precision of entity/relation 

classification in 3 different recall levels {10 samples, 50 samples, 100 samples} was evaluated. 

After entity/relation extraction, about 4309 labeled samples containing different context/objects 

were used to learn the nodes, edges and their weights of the MRF-based knowledge model. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.9. The construction of a single training sample for situation modeling. ‘Obj’ denotes 
situation-involved objects. ‘Cue’ denotes situation involved environmental context. ‘OO’ denotes 
temporal object relation. ‘OC’ denotes object-context co-appearance relation. ‘CC’ denotes 
context-context co-appearance relation. The numbers such as “1×32” denote the vector length for 
specific-type features. 
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Table 6.1 involved objects, situations and measurable environmental context 

Objects sponge, mug, plate, table, TV, water, pen, remote, chair, glass, book, 

cup, dish, sink, bottle, soda, juice, sofa, notebook, rag, cloth, medicine, 

soap, tap, saucer, pill, coffee, spoon, dishwasher, couch, towel, 

computer 

Likely Situations drinking (drink), Dish washing (Dwash), Hands washing (Hwash), 

taking a nap (nap), working (work), measuring liquid (measureLiquid) 

Environmental 

Context 

dry day (dryDay), cold day (coldDay), hot day (hotDay), wet day 

(wetDay), waterintake is not enough (waterNotEn), water intake is 

enough (waterEn), time before meal (befMeal), time during meal 

(durMeal), time after meal (aftMeal), in kitchen (inKit), in livingroom 

(inLiv), in bedroom (inBed), in bathroom (inBath), in dinning room 

(inDin), in sink (inSink), on the table (onTab), in the hand (inHand), 

before bedtime (befBed), noisy, quiet, bright, dim 

 

 

Each training sample was a feature vector, which was designed to consider all the related 

entities and relations, and its length was 1×2013, shown in Figure 6.9. Each vector was labeled by 

its corresponding situation type. For the cutting plan SSVM learning algorithm, its parameters 

were set as {C=100, slack �=0.07}. 

6.5.2. Effectiveness Of Human-Centered Situation Understanding 

With the retrieved knowledge, we aimed to validate 1). the web-retrieved knowledge is 

accurate, and 2). situation understanding is effective. 

1). Knowledge Accuracy Evaluation  

To acquire the ground-truth knowledge for knowledge consistency comparison, we surveyed 

100 volunteers with different genders and aged between 19~70. Objects and context in Table 6.1 
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were provided to the volunteers. Each volunteer freely selected objects, context and their preferred 

mutual relations to describe the 6 human-centered situations. Volunteers did not know the 

experiment purpose. Their selections were made according to their daily experience. 

By comparing with the knowledge generated from the survey (ground truth), expert volunteers 

evaluated the consistency of knowledge extracted from the web. Knowledge coverage consistency 

was calculated by the proportion of the all involved features (entities and relations) generated from 

the web that overlapped with those generated from the questionnaire. Knowledge influence 

consistency was calculated by the proportion of the top 5 features generated from the web that 

overlapped with those generated from questionnaires. 

2). Situation Understanding Evaluation  

To evaluate effectiveness of situation understanding, we implemented the retrieved 

knowledge for understanding 60 web-retrieved situations and 60 real-life situations. 60 web-

retrieved situations were new and different from those used for samples extracted in information 

retrieval stage. Real-life situations were observed from real daily scenarios. When an activity took 

place, human-related objects, environmental context, and their relations were recorded by both 

cameras and volunteers themselves. Then the feature vectors for describing situations were 

generated by expert volunteers as the inputs for situation understanding. With the situation 

understanding evaluation, we aimed to answer the following questions. 

Q1. How can we validate the W2S method is effective in situation understanding? 

The web-retrieved situations include more object-context combination manners, and they are 

more various, while real-life situations in the same living space have a limited number of objects, 

and they are more ambiguous. By evaluating our method in understanding both types of situations, 

we aimed to prove the method is effective in situation understanding.  
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Q2. How to evaluate the importance of topic relevance analysis in situation modeling? 

We model three types of human-centered situations by using three information sources (a). 

only the topic-relevant webpages, (b) only the topic-irrelevant webpages, and (c) the combination 

of the topic-relevant/irrelevant webpages. By comparing knowledge consistency and situation 

understanding of the three situations, the influence of topic relevance analysis was evaluated. 

Q3. How to evaluate the importance of the environmental context in situation understanding? 

For each type of the three situations mentioned in Q2, a corresponding situation without the 

environmental context was built. Then we implemented the two types of knowledge (knowledge 

with context, knowledge without context) in situation understanding. Their recalls and precisions 

were calculated to evaluate the importance of the environmental context in situation understanding. 

6.6. Results 

6.6.1. Situation Knowledge Retrieval 

As shown in Figure 6.10, the influential features and their weights for each situation are listed. 

Red bars denote the web-retrieved knowledge (web) and blue bars denote the questionnaire-

collected knowledge (Ques). To visualize the features’ influence, their weights were normalized 

to make the sum of the influential features’ contributions as 1.0. Take the retrieved situation 

‘Dwash’ for an example. When people are washing dishes, the situation usually involves objects 

such as {plate, dish, dishwasher ...}, environmental context such as {“time after meal (aftMeal)”, 

“human is in kitchen (inKit)”, …}, context-object correlation {“after meal, human operates on cup 

(cup—aftMeal)”, …}, and object operation sequences such as {songe→plate, …}. In the web-

retrieved results, “plate”, “dish” and “dishwasher” were the most influential and distinctive 

features for the “Dwash” situation, which is consistent with our daily experience, proving the 

reasonability of the web-retrieved knowledge. 
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The knowledge structures with different information sources for the sample situation ‘Dwash’ 

are shown in Figure 6.11. Figure 6.11(a) is the web-retrieved situation knowledge, Figure 6.11(b) 

is the situation knowledge generated from questionnaires, and Figure 6.10 (c) and (d) are 

knowledge generated from topic-relevant webpages and topic-irrelevant webpages, respectively. 

In each structure, only features with weights greater than 0.01 are selected. The web-retrieved 

knowledge (Figure 6.11 (a)) and the ground truth knowledge (Figure 6.11(b)) are not completely 

consistent that in web-retrieved knowledge some of the entities and entity relations such as 

{hotDay, aftMeal-dishwasher, …} are missing. It could be explained by the inherent 

characteristics of web information that most of the key features are embedded in various and 

expatiatory information fractions. Even though the web contains abundant information to describe 

a specific situation, it is challenging to completely explore all of the features and feature relations. 

The knowledge consistency is evaluated by comparing the web-retrieved knowledge with the 

ground truth (questionnaire-collected knowledge), shown in Table 6.2. For the knowledge which 

combined topic-relevant/irrelevant webpages, its coverage consistency is 0.63 {Dwash 0.75, 

Hwash 0.42, drink 0.58, measureLiquid 0.67, nap 0.64, work 0.71}, which means that about 63% 

of the web-extracted features match the questionnaire-extracted features, showing the collected 

situation-related knowledge is consistent with our daily common sense. Knowledge influence 

consistency is 0.80 {Dwash 1.00, Hwash 0.80, drink 0.80, measureLiquid 0.80, nap 0.80, work 

0.60}, which means the about 80% of the representative features retrieved from the web are 

consistent with that from questionnaires, showing the collected knowledge is accurate in 

representing a human-centered situation. 

As shown in Figure 6.11 and Table 6.2, among the three web-retrieved knowledge structures 

(Figure 6.11(a), (c), and (d)), the knowledge generated from only topic-relevant webpages (Figure 
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6.11(d)) owns the highest knowledge coverage consistency (0.73) while owns the lowest 

knowledge influence consistency (0.07). The knowledge generated from only the topic-irrelevant 

webpages (Figure 6.11(c)) owns the highest knowledge influence consistency (0.83) and the 

lowest knowledge coverage consistency (0.41). The knowledge generated from the combination 

of topic-relevant and irrelevant webpages (Figure 6.11(a)) owns both high knowledge coverage 

(0.63) and high influence consistency (0.80). The knowledge from the combination of topic-

relevant and topic irrelevant webpages is a trade-off result with the consideration of both 

knowledge coverage which measures how complete a situation is depicted and knowledge 

influence which measures how accurate a situation is depicted. The topic-relevant webpages only 

counted a small proportion of the collected webpages, shown in Figure 6.12. Though the topic-

relevant webpages provided relatively complete knowledge coverage to describe a situation, the 

probability correlations between the features and a situation are inaccurate due to that the limited 

amount of topic-relevant webpages could not provide sufficient information to precisely describe 

the influence of the situation features. 

As shown in Figure 6.12, about 8000 webpages, which possibly contain the situation-related 

knowledge, were retrieved by web query. Only about 6%~14% of these webpages contain the 

information of interest, and only about 0.1%~0.7% webpages are topic-relevant. The smaller 

amount (<0.7%) of topic-relevant webpages explain the relatively low influence consistency of 

knowledge merely from the topic-relevant webpages.  

The larger amount (about 6%~14%) of topic-irrelevant webpages proves that even though 

topic-irrelevant webpages provide fractional knowledge to describe a daily situation, the relatively 

larger amount of webpages could ensure the knowledge’s reliability of accurately describing 

feature contributions towards real situations. 
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The sample process for detecting the entity ‘juice’ in the situation “drink” is shown in Figure 

6.13, where the top 10 informative features and their polarities are analyzed. The word pattern 

such as “drinking+juice” and word dependency “dobj(vb+nn)” describe the “drink” situation. 

Meanwhile the word patterns such as “drinks+juice” and relation “appos (nn+nns)” do not describe 

the “drink” situation. For example, for the sentence context “he is drinking juice” and “clear liquids 

include apple juice, and sports drinks”, the former one describes the “drink” situation while the 

later one does not. Detailed samples are shown in Table 6.3. 

The average recall for entity detection is 0.59, and for entity relation extraction it is 0.62. The 

average precision for entity detection is 0.58, and for relation extraction it is 0.72. 

6.6.2. Effectiveness Of Situation Understanding 

The knowledge generated from only topic-relevant webpages has the worst performance with 

an average recall of 0.59 and an average precision of 0.56. The knowledge generated from only 

topic-irrelevant webpages has the best performance with a recall value greater than 0.98 and a 

precision value greater than 0.99. The knowledge generated from the combined webpages 

performs slightly worse than the best performance. However, it is still satisfactory with an average 

recall of 0.89 and an average precision of 0.91. For each type of knowledge in situation 

understanding, the consideration of environmental context improves the recall/precision by 

0.01~0.20, proving that the environmental context is important and necessary for understanding 

human-centered situations. 

Results of knowledge consistency comparison (Table 6.2) and web-retrieved situation 

understanding show that the combined knowledge were reasonable in depicting a situation and 

accurate in understanding a situation. The other two types of knowledge only met the requirement 

in one aspect (situation depicting or situation understanding).  
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(a) Dwash                                                              (b) Hwash 

 

(c) drink                                                                   (d) measureLiquid 

 

(e) nap                                                                 (f) work 

Figure 6.10 Key features and their weights for different situations learned from the web (Web) and 

from the questionnaires (Ques), respectively. 
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Figure 6.11 Webpage Constitution Analysis. rele: topic-relevant webpages. ire: topic-irrelevant 

webpages. total: the 8000 webpages for each entity. 

 

Table 6.2 Knowledge consistency evaluation 

 
 Dwash Hwash drink measureLiquid nap work average 

Combined 

webpages 

(rele+irre) 

Cover 0.75 0.42 0.58 0.67 0.64 0.71 0.63 

Influ 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.80 

Only topic-

irrelevant 

webpages (irre) 

Cover 0.58 0.42 0.58 0.17 0.21 0.50 0.41 

Influ 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.83 

Only topic-

relevant webpages 

(rele) 

Cover 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.58 0.70 0.73 

Influ 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.07 

*Cover: knowledge coverage consistency; Influ: knowledge influence consistency. 
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Table 6. 3 Sentence examples for feature polarity analysis 

Top 10 features Sentence sample Labels 

wordpattern(01) = 'drinks+juice' Acidic fruit drinks, including orange juice,  NO 

wordpattern(02) = 'drinking+juice' Drink water and cranberry juice! YES 

dependency(01) = dobj('vb+nn') Drink water and cranberry juice! YES 

dependency(02) = dobj('vbg+nn' ) 

Try drinking 3 ounces of pure cranberry 

juice…. YES 

dependency(03) =appos('nn+nns') Acidic fruit drinks, including orange juice,  NO 

situationkeyword-previousVerb(01) = 

'make' Make sure to drink it constantly. YES 

situationkeyword-word(01) = 'drinks' Acidic fruit drinks, including orange juice, NO 

situationkeyword-tag(01) = 'NNS' Acidic fruit drinks, including orange juice,  NO 

objcontext-nextNN_word(0) = 'drinks' 

Sugary juice drinks raise your blood sugar 

quickly. NO 

objcontext-previousVerb_word(0) = 

'None' 

Sugary juice drinks raise your blood sugar 

quickly. NO 

 

 

The superior performances of the combined knowledge demonstrate that 1) it is important to 

integrate web sources with different topic-relevant degrees to explore useful information, and 2) 

the W2S method is effective in retrieving useful information for situation understanding. The real 

situation samples are shown in Figure 6.14. The performances of understanding the real-life 

situations are consistent with those in understanding the web-retrieved situations. The knowledge 

from the combined webpages achieves superior performances in situation understanding with an 

average recall of 0.82 and an average precision of 0.86. The environmental context improves the 

recall/precision of situation understanding by 0.01~0.10, further proving the importance of context 

in situation understanding. 
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Figure 6.12 Comparisons of situation structures using different information sources 

 

 

6.7. Discussion 

1). Computer Configuration 

To extract the situation-related knowledge from the web, one computer (core i7 CPU @3.40 

GHz and RAM 8 GB) has worked for 48 hours. In that time frame, 41 hours were spent in 

collecting the text corpus from 50,000 webpages, 4 hours were spent on initial text processing, and 

  

a. web-retrieved, combination of topic-

relevant/irrelevant samples 

b. questionnaire-collected samples 

 

  

c. web-retrieved, only topic-irrelevant 

samples 

d. web-retrieved, only topic-relevant 

samples 
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3 hours were spent on preparing the training samples (about 40 sentences for each entity pair) for 

entity/relation extraction. Besides the computer usage fee, the other costs are nearly negligible 

because the wikiHow webpages are open access, and the information retrieval tool Python and its 

supporting packages are free. 

 

 

Figure 6.13 Top10 informative features and polarity analysis in semi-supervised entity detection. 

 

2). Challenges in Web-enabled Knowledge Collection 

To understand human-centered situations by grounding web natural descriptions, three 

aspects, including reliability of the knowledge source, the information retrieval method, and the 

knowledge representation manner, are still challenging. Web information is contributed by people 

with different knowledge levels and different subjective tendencies. Therefore, it is difficult to find 

reliable information sources. In addition, it is difficult to develop a reliable and robust method to 

accurately retrieve the knowledge of interest from implicit, various, and noisy web natural 

expressions. Lastly, web information is piecemeal. It is difficult to interpret and fuse these data 

segments to represent the desired situation. Take, as an example, “cup and spoon are tools for 

preparing drink”. This common sense knowledge could be embedded in various descriptions for 
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many situations like “drinking”, “working”, and “watching TV” in millions of webpages. It is hard 

to extract this common sense from huge amounts of text corpus and it is also difficult to decide the 

relative importance of “cup” and “spoon” towards the situation “drink”. In our method, we tried 

to use famous websites such as wikiHow, which has been evaluated to be reliable by 

implementations in activities of daily life. A semantic analysis method is adopted to retrieve the 

desired knowledge from implicit and various web natural descriptions. 

To interpret and fuse the piecemeal knowledge, a MRF algorithm is used to design the 

knowledge structure (situation modelling), and a SSVM algorithm is used to extract the most 

informative knowledge entities for structure constructing (situation feature extraction). However, 

a reliable method for web information reliability assessment is still in urgent need The entity 

detection accuracy (about 60%~80%) still has potential to be improved, and more reasonable 

knowledge fusing methods, in which both the probabilistic relations and logic relations of 

knowledge entities are included, are needed. 

3). Analysis for Web/Questionnaire Knowledge Inconsistency 

First, questions in questionnaire are misleading for some volunteers. Taking the question 

“please select your preferred object operation orders” for an instance, it is designed to capture the 

typical object-operation sequences in humans’ daily activities. However, instead of selecting all 

the preferred sequences (as in real life the sequence to perform an activity is commonly not unique), 

some volunteers only selected the most preferred sequence, incompletely reflecting their daily 

habits and increasing the knowledge inconsistency. Second, one specific information source 

usually has its own ‘stereotype’. Questionnaires tend to be designed to include detailed operation 

steps. While web descriptions tend to ignore some detailed knowledge that is intuitive to humans. 

For example, in “Dwash”, the knowledge such as “sponge→plate, sponge” can be collected from 
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questionnaire while ignored or influence-underestimated by web descriptions. This explains why 

some knowledge exists in questionnaire knowledge while absents from web knowledge. Third, 

although the current average accuracy of information retrieval methods (e.g., entity/relation 

extraction) can be achieved as high as 70%~80%, the associated error in the information retrieval 

procedure could still be a reason to cause knowledge inconsistency. Last, the situation-modeling 

manner still has the potential to improve. The difficulty to find the optimal learning parameters  

and � for completely extracting the most representative situation features increases the knowledge 

inconsistency. 

4). Why Some Retrieved Webpages Are Irrelevant?  

The word “irrelevant” here means the topic of a retrieved webpage is irrelevant to our targeted 

topic. But it may still be potentially useful for that some useful information is included. For 

example, the topic of a webpage is “how to work efficiently”, which is labeled as irrelevant to the 

targeted topic/situation “drink”. However, in this article, there are some sentences such as “use a 

clean cup to drink water” that are useful for modeling the targeted topic/situation ‘drink’. 

5). How to Select Good Corpus? 

Good corpus means complete and accurate knowledge. In W2S, we first use the object-related 

keywords to ensure the retrieved descriptions are potentially situation-relevant. Then topic 

relevance analysis is conducted to classify the web articles as “topic-relevant”, “topic-irrelevant”, 

or “useless webpages”. Generally speaking, “topic-relevant” descriptions are the best corpus for 

that the embedded knowledge is relatively complete and accurate. Both the knowledge entities and 

their correlations will be extracted from these descriptions. Then the “topic-irrelevant” 

descriptions are the second-best for that the embedded knowledge is accurate. Only knowledge 

entities (not include relations) are extracted from topic-irrelevant webpages for that we consider 
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when an article is topic-irrelevant, the temporal/spatial correlations of the situation-involved 

entities are meaningless. “Useless webpages” are those retrieved descriptions that neither contain 

knowledge entities nor entity relations. To get good corpus, we launched more than needed web 

queries to capture a sufficient number of topic-relevant webpages. In addition, we also explore 

useful information from topic-irrelevant webpages as much as we can to enrich the knowledge. 

 

 

Figure 6.14 Understanding real-world situations with the web-retrieved situation knowledge. The 

real situations are collected from daily life scenarios. Red dots denote human-centered situations, 

the pink dots denote the situation-involved objects, and green dots denote the situation-involved 

context. 
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6). Knowledge Implementation on Robotics 

Our motivation in this paper is to enable robots with the ability of retrieving web information 

for human-centered situation understanding. Powered by the advantages in low time/economy cost 

as well as the huge amount of the web information, in the future robots’ knowledge is expected to 

be effectively scaled up, supporting wide-range situation understanding and accurate decision 

making. 

The main characteristics of the W2S implementation process are summarized as object-

triggered, context-specific, situation-targeted, and knowledge-open. “Object-triggered” means the 

knowledge collection process is launched when an object is operated intentionally by a human. 

There are two main advantages of using the object-triggered manner to scale up a robot’s 

knowledge. First, using objects simplifies the knowledge-world mapping process. Object 

operation is important in situation understanding [74], and objects could be easily identified using 

computer vision or electronic sensor techniques. Second, the object-triggered manner enables a 

robot’s capability of new situation adaptation. When unknown objects are operated in a new 

situation, the W2S method will be triggered to find the information related to the unknown objects 

and the new situation. Knowledge for the new situation can be collected, and the new situation can 

be understood. For identifying human-operated objects, visual analysis could be conducted 

according to the method introduced in [179][180]. With the visual analysis techniques, situation-

relevant objects will be identified by mapping visual/semantic features. “Context-specific” means 

a human’s surrounding environmental context such as a human’s location is considered to assist 

situation understanding. By using a sensor network, environmental context is monitored. Then the 

useful context information is interpreted from sensory data using a fuzzy method [121]. The 

detailed sensor-data-based context interpretation is described in our previous work [121] as well 
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as the peers works [181][182]. The sensor-based reasoning will use the ubiquitous computing 

methods, introduced in [183]. Object-related cue is identified by visual analysis methods in 

[179][180]. “Situation-targeted” means the web-retrieved knowledge is for modeling a human-

centered situation. The knowledge describes the inter-correlations among humans’ ongoing 

activities, context, and objects. With this knowledge, a situation is hierarchically modelled. 

“Knowledge-open” means robots’ knowledge could be updated during human-robot interactions. 

With humans’ feedbacks, the knowledge collection will be launched to refine a robot’s knowledge 

for better performances, increasing the robot’s situation adaptability. 

7). Method Benefits for Other Fields 

Besides scaling up knowledge in various applications of the robotics domain, W2S could also 

benefit other fields such as medical care, product review analysis, political election trend analysis, 

etc. In healthcare projects such as Dem@Care [184], a human-centered situation is analysed by 

using a sensor network as well as situation-related knowledge. The W2S method is able to support 

situation monitoring in Dem@Care project by collecting the situation-related knowledge from the 

web in an economic and efficient manner. For other fields, the same benefits could be gained by 

using the W2S method to retrieve the aspect-centered information. The aspect here could be 

product popularity, presidential candidates, etc. The extracted information could be implemented 

in real-world situations by ubiquitous computing, which performs computing by unobtrusive 

communication among smart devices deployed in the real world [183]. 

8). Conclusion & Future Work 

A human-centered situation, which is defined as a human’s surrounding world, indicates a 

human’s activity status. Understanding human-centered situations can support a robot’s decision 

making in human-robot interactions. Existing situation-understanding methods, which are mainly 
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based on learning from human demonstrations, are economically-expensive, time-consuming, and 

scalability-limited. To solve this problem, a novel W2S method was developed to understand 

human-centered situations by learning knowledge from the web. With W2S, web natural 

descriptions were effectively grounded into human-centered situation knowledge with the 

considerations of both human-operated objects and human’s surrounding environmental context. 

In information retrieval, the situation-involvement degree of potential knowledge was analyzed by 

conducting expression semantic similarity measurement, article topic analysis, and entity/relation 

extraction. The human’s surrounding environmental context was involved to improve the accuracy 

of situation grounding. In modeling, a Markov Random Field (MRF) structure was used for 

representing a situation. To learn the structure, the Structural Support Vector Machine (SSVM) 

algorithm was used. 

By exploring information from 48,000 webpages, the knowledge for 6 situations were 

collected. Based on this knowledge, 60 web-retrieved situations and 60 real-world situations were 

understood. With the comparisons of the web-retrieved knowledge with the questionnaire-

collected knowledge in both situation representing and understanding, the effectiveness of W2S in 

web-knowledge collection and human-centered situation understanding was proved. With the 

comparisons of three types of web-retrieved knowledge {only topic-relevant webpages, only topic-

irrelevant webpages, the combination of topic-relevant and topic-irrelevant webpages} in both 

situation representing and understanding, the combination manner was proved to be the optimal 

information integration manner. With the comparison of the situation-understanding performances 

using knowledge with/without context, environmental context was proved to be important and 

necessary in human-centered situation understanding. 
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Given many web resources are open-access, the information retrieval procedure is automatic, 

and potentially-useful information embedded in the web is huge, the W2S method is economically-

inexpensive, time-efficient, and highly-scalable. With these advantages, the W2S method has the 

potential to effectively scale up robots’ knowledge and support their decision making. 

In the future, we will try to improve the current information retrieval method by changing the 

semi-supervised method to an unsupervised method. We also hope to implement the learned 

knowledge in robot-involved practical situations, further validating W2S’s benefits. 
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CHAPTER 7  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1. Contributions 

In this dissertation, a cognitive comprehension framework is designed to realize autonomous 

robot executions in complex human-centered situations. Cognitive frameworks are strongly 

informed by both cognitive science and latest AI technics such as machine learning and natural 

language processing (NLP), supporting an understanding based environment adaptation and task 

planning with environment dynamics and complexity considerations. The cognitive framework 

research fills the gap of “why” in robot task planning, that robots not only know “how (task plans)” 

to perform tasks, but also know “why (human motivations)” to perform tasks. The critical 

contribution of this dissertation research is that “make robots think like a human, not only act like 

a human”, for that robots are endowed with an understanding-based adaptability in different task 

execution environments. This dissertation research lays a solid foundation for advancing robot 

adoption from controlled lab environments to open real-world environments. Overall, this 

dissertation research mainly brings three improvements of robot executions in complex human-

centered situations. 

First, with cognitive frameworks, robots are capable of abstracting high-level understanding, 

such as motivations of human behaviors and environmental conditions’ influence on human daily 

activities, from low-level situations varieties, such as different daily activities and environment 

conditions. Robot adaptability to the dynamics of human-centered situations has been improved. 

(chapter 3 and chapter 4) 

Second, with cognitive frameworks, robots are capable of decomposing high-level task goals, 

such as daily activity and manufacturing tasks, into low-level robot-executable details, such as 
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action sequences and tool involvements. Robot flexibility in dealing with environment limitations 

of human-centered situations has been improved. (Chapter 5) 

Third, with the low-cost and efficient web mining method, robot commonsense knowledge 

has been largely scaled up, supporting intuitive and accurate robot reasoning in human-centered 

situations. (Chapter 6) 

7.2. Future Work 

In this dissertation research, robot decision making in human-centered situations has been 

largely improved. However, there are still some open problems when robots are implemented in 

real-world environments. 

7.2.1. Generalization-Specification Conflict In Robot Knowledge Implementation 

Knowledge is important for supporting cognitive decision-making of robotic systems. To 

make robot adapt to different human-centered situations, such as daily life assistance, cooperative 

manufacturing and surgery assistance, it is important to endow robots with general knowledge, 

which is the abstraction of task goals. General knowledge supports robots with higher level 

understanding of human requirements and environment conditions, but not supporting detailed 

task executions. To support flexible task executions with different environment limitations, such 

as space and speed limitation and tool availability limitations, it is important to endow robots with 

specified knowledge, which is the detail of execution parameters. Specified knowledge supports 

robots with lower level task performing with combinations of available actions, tool and 

environment conditions, but not supporting abstract understanding. In the future research, it is 

critical to design advanced cognitive frameworks to balance knowledge generalization and 

specification in cognitive robot reasoning. 
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7.2.2. Real-World Limitation Caused Task Execution Failures 

Even though robots are trained to have satisfactory performances in lab scenarios, it is highly-

likely for a robot to fail task executions in practical scenarios. This is because usually, during 

trainings, robots are taught with only successful demonstrations, without teaching them through 

failed demonstrations. In the future research, a failure learning mechanism is needed to support 

robots to analyze failure causes, and correspondingly use appropriate knowledge to correct their 

execution behaviors, recovering them from failures. 

7.2.3. Robot Security Issues 

Robots learn from different knowledge sources to scale up robot knowledge and then to 

improve robot cognition level. However, misleading knowledge will undermine robots’ decision-

making performances or lead to dangerous executions, even if misleading knowledge is within a 

small scale. To protect robot decision-making systems from attacks of misleading knowledge, in 

the future, it is critical to develop a cognitive security mechanism to strictly assess both knowledge 

reliability and potential influence, ensuring robot knowledge learning to be developed towards a 

positive direction. 
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